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Abstract
The effect of alpha particle presence in
the solar wind interaction with the Moon
was investigated using a 2.5 dimensional
hybrid model. The negligence of alpha
particles does not have a strong effect on
the general structure of the lunar wake.
The alpha particle wake is highly assymet-
rical and affects the magnetic field in the
lunar wake to a limited extent via diamag-
netic currents. The introduction of alpha
particle specie with typical solar wind pa-
rameters does not produce instabilities.
A possible mirror mode instability was
observed in the model of a two-specie lu-
nar wake with high proton temperature
anisotropy. The influence of the conduct-
ing lunar core in a two-specie wake with
calm interplanetary magnetic field is neg-
ligible.

Keywords: solar wind, Moon, hybrid
simulation, alpha particles

Supervisor: Dr. Ing. Pavel Trávníček
Ústav fyziky atmosféry AV ČR

Abstrakt
Vliv přítomnosti alfa částic ve slunečním
větru v interakci s Měsícem byl zkoumán
za využití 2.5dimenzionálního hybridního
modelu. Zanedbání přítomnosti alfa čás-
tic nemá silný efekt na celkovou strukturu
lunárního chvostu. Chvost tvořený alfa
částicemi je vysoce asymetrický a v ome-
zené míře ovlivňuje magnetické pole skrze
diamagnetické proudy. V modelu lunár-
ního chvostu za přítomnosti dvou spécií
s vysokou protonovou teplotní anizotro-
pií byla pozorována možná zrcadlová ne-
stabilita. Vliv vodivého měsíčního jádra
v lunárním cvhostu za přítomnosti dvou
spécií s klidným meziplanetárním magne-
tickým polem je zanedbatelný.

Klíčová slova: sluneční vítr, Měsíc,
hybridní simulace, alfa částice

Překlad názvu: Struktura lunárního
chvostu bez zanedbání přítomnosti alfa
částic ve slunečním větru
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Chapter 1
Introduction

The solar wind is a plasma, a collection of fully ionized particles, blowing away
from the Sun through the interplanetary space until it reaches a shockwave as
it interacts with interstellar plasma [1]. On its way out from the solar system,
the solar wind encounters planets, moons, asteroids, as well as human-made
objects. The nature of the interaction of the solar wind with these objects
depends on many factors, including the interplanetary magnetic field, particle
density, bulk velocity, temperature and other plasma parameters, as well as
the size, shape, and the atmospheric, surface, and subsurface constitution
of these objects [1]. This thesis focuses on the interaction of the solar wind
with the Moon. The interaction is modelled using a hybrid model, in which
electrons in the plasma are treated as a massless fluid, and ions are simulated
as mactroparticles. The primary aim of this thesis is to investigate the
interaction via a hybrid model in which both hydrogen and helium ions are
taken into account, because the hybrid models used to study the lunar wake
typically omit the helium ions.

This chapter gives a brief overview of solar-wind interactions in Section
1.1 and the goals of this thesis in Section 1.2. Chapter 2 features a review
of the solar wind, its properties (Section 2.1) and the waves (Section 2.2)
and instabilities (Section 2.3) that are typical for the solar wind and may
be encountered in the lunar wake; a review of literature on the composition
of the Moon and its electromagnetic properties (Sections 2.5 and 2.6); a
review of how the solar wind and Moon interact (Section 2.7) and a review
of numerical modeling efforts (Section 2.8).

1.1 Solar-Wind and its Interaction with Planets
and Moons

As the solar wind flows through the interplanetary space, it encounters planets,
moons, comets, and dust particles. In order that the interaction of the solar
wind with the Moon is understood in context, a brief overview of the basic
types of interations is presented in the following section. The interactions
share similarities that may help better understand the lunar wake formation
and the lunar plasma environment – for example, the supersonic plasma flow
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1. Introduction .....................................
around magnetized asteroids is similar to the supersonic plasma flow around
magnetized areas in the lunar crust – the so called lunar crustal magnetic
anomalies.

In general, the nature of the interaciton between a planetary object and
the surrounding plasma flow depends on the properties of both the body
and the plasma. If the planet’s magnetic field is sufficiently strong, it will
counterbalance the pressure of the plasma flow and divert it, forming a
so-called magnetosphere. A planet without a significant dynamo may still
influence the plasma glow via remanent magnetization in the crust and electric
currents induced in a conducting ionosphere, or a conducting layer, such as a
metallic core, or a layer of water, as is the case with the icy moon Europa.

The bulk velocity of the solar wind exceeds the speed of the fast magne-
tosonic wave. However, it should be noted that interactions with subsonic
plasma flow can be observed in the solar system as well – for example the
Galielean moons that interact with Jupiter’s magnetospheric plasma.

1.1.1 Magnetospheres

The magnetosphere is a region in space dominantly influenced by a planet’s
magnetic field. Figure 1.1 shows the typical magnetosphere that forms when
a planet with a sufficiently strong dynamo is embedded in a supersonic
plasma flow. Upstream the magnetosphere, a bow shock forms where the
plasma is abruptly slowed down to subsonic velocity, diverted around the
obstacle, and heated, as plasma instabilities dissipate the energy [1]. The
bow shock is not static – its position depends on the momentum flux of
the solar wind [1]. The area between the bow shock and the boundary of
the magntosphere – a so-called magnetopause – is called the magnetosheath.
The magnetopause largely acts as an impenetrable barrier between the solar
wind and the magnetospheric plasma [1]. The interaction region extends for
hundreds of planetary radii downstream the solar wind – this part is called
the magnetotail.

The magnetospheric interaction depends mostly on the planet’s magnetic
dipole strength; and the density and bulk velocity of the solar wind. Table
1.1 shows these quantities for the magnetospheres of solar system planets
– Mercury, Earth, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune. The gas gaints
have strong magnetic fields, beacuse high pressures inside sustain a phase of
hydrogen (so-called metallic hydrogen) with high electrical conductivity. This
fact, combined with the weaker IMF at large radial distances from the Sun,
is the reason why the magnetospheres of gas giants are so large compared
to that of Earth. The magnetic fields of Venus and Mars are too small to
support a magnetosphere, although there is evidence suggesting that both
Venus and Mars did have a dynamo earlier in history.

The planetary magnetic field can be described as a linear combination of
moments in a multipole expansion. In case of the magnetospheric interaction,
only the dipole term plays a significant role – at this distance, the magnetic

2



..................1.1. Solar-Wind and its Interaction with Planets and Moons

Figure 1.1: A schematic of the typical magnetosphere. Source: [1]

field is therefore

B(r) ≈ 3(M · r)r − r2M
r5 , (1.1)

where M is the dipole moment.
The size of the magnetosphere can be estimated as the distance of the

pressure balance point where the pressure of the solar wind is balanced by
the pressure of the planet’s magnetic field. Neglecting thermal pressures of
the solar wind and the magnetospheric plasma, the pressure of the solar wind
is

psw = ρswv
2
sw, (1.2)

where ρsw is the (mass) density of the solar wind and vsw its bulk velocity;
the pressure of the planetary magnetic field is

pmag = B2

2µ0
, (1.3)

where B is the planetary magnetic field and µ0 is the permittivity of free space.
In the equatiorial plane, the dipole field strength is inversely proportional to
the third power of radial distance r. Therefore, one can write

B(r) = B0
R3

P
r3 ,

where RP is the radius of the planet and B0 is the magnitude of the magnetic
field at the planet’s surface. Thus, the pressure exerted by the planetary
magnetic field on the solar wind flow depends on radial distance as

pmag(r) = B2
0R

6
P

2µ0r6 .
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1. Introduction .....................................
Planet ⟨nSW⟩/cm−3 ⟨BIMF⟩/nT ⟨M⟩/ME

Mercury 53 41 5 × 10−4

Earth 7 8 1
Jupiter 0.2 1 2 × 104

Saturn 0.07 0.6 600
Uranus 0.02 0.3 50
Neptune 0.006 0.2 25

Table 1.1: Select parameters of magnetospheres in the solar system

The estimate of the size of magnetosphere, also known as the Chapman–
Ferraro stagnation distance, is therefore

RCF = ξ(B2
0/2µ0ρswv

2
sw)1/6, (1.4)

where the dimensionless factor ξ corrects for the effects of magnetopausal
current sheet. Empirically, ξ ≈ 1.4 in Earth’s case.

1.1.2 Induced Magnetospheres

Currents induced within a body or in its ionosphere by temporal changes in
the direction and magnitude of the external magnetic field, may produce a
so-called induced magnetosphere. The magnetic field produced by the induced
electric currents are configured to prevent the external field from penetrating
into the conductor. Inside the body, the induced electric current may flow in
parts of the body or on the surface of conductors such as a molten metallic
core or oceans (such as the one found under the surface of Jupiter’s icy moon
Europa). In the solar system, the induced magnetosphere is found at Venus,
and at Titan, within Saturn’s magnetosphere [2].

If the conductor is an ionosphere, the interaction is controlled not only by
the external field, but also by the dynamic pressure of the incident plasma
[1]. Similar to a magnetosphere, the induced magnetosphere is defined by the
pressure balance of the incident plasma (pext = ∑

α nαkBTα +ρv2 +B2
ext/2µ0)

and the ionosphere (pi = ∑
α nαkBTα +B2

ind/2µ0). The concentration of ions
in the ionosphere is enhanced by photoionization and therefore the ionospheric
pressure will be the strongest above the dayside, which is facing the solar
wind flow. However, unlike a classical magnetosphere, the boundaries of an
induced magnetosphere are not as well defined. A definition proposed by
Luhmann et al. is that an induced magnotosphere is everything between an
outer boundary outside of which the obstacle has no effect on the external
medium, and an inner boundary inside of which there is no effect of the
external conditions [2].

The configuration of the magnetic field in fast plasma flows contains
a magnetosheath and an induced magnetotail that is an extension of the
magnetosheath into the wake. The magnetic field configuration and the
plasma flow are displayed in a schematic in Figure 1.2. The magnetic field
lines for a magnetic field perpendicular to the plasma flow will drape around

4



..................1.1. Solar-Wind and its Interaction with Planets and Moons

Figure 1.2: A schematic depicting the formation of an induced magnetosphere.
Source: [1]

the obstacle. The existence of a bow shock upstream the body depends on the
magnetosonic Mach number of the plasma flow, as well as ion pickup from the
atmosphere of the obstalce, and the importance of finite-ion gyroradius effects.
Mass loading by ion pickup slows the external plasma flow and therefore the
bow shock need not form [2]. Ion pickup may also be the dominant process,
in which case an induced magnetosphere will not form and the interaction
looks different altogether – see the following section. The finite-ion gyroradius
effects may prevent the formation of a magnetohydrodynamic shock if the
magentosheath thickness is comprable to or less than the ion gyroradii [2].
The wake of the induced magnetosphere may tak the form of an induced
magnetotail and/or an Alfven wing [2].

It was once thought that the Moon could produce an induced magentosphere
in the solar wind. It has since been found out that the Moon does not have
either a large enough conductivity, or a dense enough atmosphere (which
would produced an ionosphere that would significantly influence the magnetic
field) [2].

1.1.3 Magnetized Asteroids

Magnetized bodies with weak magnetization do not give rise to a magneto-
sphere when immersed in flowing plasma, but the interaction is still different
from that with unmagnetized bodies. One case where this interaciton can be
observed is when it comes to magetized asteroids interactig with the solar
wind. The solar-wind interaction with magnetised asteroids has been analysed
theoretically [3] and modelled both magnetohydrodynamically [4] and with
the hybrid model [5], [6]. In the following paragraphs, I will discuss the hybrid
model of this interaction.

When the solar wind interacts with a very weak magnetic dipole, a highly
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1. Introduction .....................................
anisotropic whistler wake emerges. It has a magnetic field signature but does
not lead to a drop in density as whistler waves are non-compressional. As the
magnetic dipole strength increases, additional fast and slow magnetosonic
wakes form. They result in a rarefied (ion density drops to approximately a
half) plasma tail with compression on its boundary. The angle of the wake
wavefront depends on the Mach number of the solar wind. Upstream this
compressional wave, there are additional perturbations of the magnetic field
with a constant plasma density that are due to the whistler waves (which are
non-compressional) [5].

For stronger magnetic dipoles, the fast magnetosonic wave dominates the
interaction. The interaction region is more extensive and a shocklet structure
appears upstream of the obstacle that is similar to the one appearing in hybrid
models of solar wind interaction with unmagnetized planets with ionospheres.
Plasma piles up on closed magnetic field lines of the dipole. The interaction is,
however, different from a magnetospheric interaction due to the scales being
comparable to proton inertial length. The fast magnetosonic shock upstream
is due to this pile-up. Downstream, a region forms that is dominated by
the dipole and is not accessible to the solar wind. This pressure gradient
produces forces accelerating the plasma in a direction toward the center of
the wake. Therefore, plasma velocity in the x-direction is enhanced in the
central wake. In the case of the IMF antiparallel to the magnetic dipole, a
belt forms that contains temporarily trapped ions. These ions are trapped
on their Larmor trajectory as their gyroradii fit between the obstacle and the
shock. For a perpendicular orientation of the IMF and the magnetic dipole,
this belt does not form in the 3D hybrid simulations [5], [6].

In the case of an even stronger field, for which the distance of the pressure
balance point from the obstacle is larger than typical plasma scales, a true
magnetosphere forms. Simulations suggest that this is for the distance of the
pressure balance point exceeding ≈ 20c/ωp,i. [5], [6]

1.1.4 Mass Loading

Mass loading is a phenomenon in which particles in the atmosphere of the
interacting body (typically, a comet) are picked up by the plasma flow, which
slows down as a result. In the simplest magnetohydrodynamic picture, the
flowing plasma is contributed to by source terms – as particles are picked
up, particles, mass, momentum, and energy are added to the flow [7]. In the
cometary case, a cold gas consisting of heavy, almost-nonstreaming particles
is added to the fast solar wind flow. Thus, only the mass source term is
significant, hence, the term “mass loading”. The temperature change of the
solar wind flow depends on the magnetosonic Mach number, the polytropic
index, and the intensity of the mass loading. Mass loading of a supersonic
flow leads to the heating of the flow (and its deceleration), while mass loading
of a subsonic flow causes cooling (and acceleration) [7].

6



.................................... 1.2. Thesis Goals

1.2 Thesis Goals

Due to its solar origin, the solar wind consists of mostly protons and electrons,
with alpha particles being generally less than 10 % of the ions. It naturally
follows that under certain circumstances, the omission of alpha particles from
solar wind interaction models may be justfied. Indeed, when it comes to
hybrid lunar wake models, oftentimes alpha particles are omittted. This
thesis aims to investigate the efffect of alpha particle negligence in a lunar
wake model and its justification via the means of a qualitative study. There
are three effects which will be adressed:..1. the influence of the drift between protons and alpha particles in the solar

wind on the structure of the lunar wake,..2. the influence of ion temperature anisotropy on the formation and propa-
gation of instabilities in the lunar wake and its vicinity,..3. the influence of lunar core conductivity on the properties and structure
of the lunar wake in the presence of two ion species.

These effects are studied via 2D simulations of the lunar wake, using an
implementation of the CAM–CLL scheme for the hybrid model where electro-
magnetic field is approximated by a mesh, the protons and alpha particles are
represented by macro-marticles moving in the simulation box, and electrons
are approximated by a massless neutralizing fliud, also modeled as a mesh.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review

2.1 Solar Wind Properties

The interplanetary space is filled with plasma of solar origin streaming outward
from the Sun. This is due to coronal heating, as a result of which the Sun
can not gravitationally contain its atmosphere, and so plasma streams out
from the solar corona to the interplanetary space and farther, until it reaches
a termination shock, where it becomes slower and denser as it interacts with
interstellar plasma. This streaming plasma is called the solar wind. Much
like the Sun, the solar wind consists mostly of ionized hydrogen (approx. 97
%) and helium (approx. 3 %), the vast majority of which is in the form of
alpha particles; the typical helium-3 abundance is (4.9 ± 0.5) × 10−4 relative
to helium-4 [8]. The solar wind is a highly conducting fliud and as such, it
carries a frozen-in magnetic field from the solar corona. This field is called
the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF).

2.1.1 Characteristic Scales of the Solar Wind Plasma

Table 2.1 shows the typical values for the characteristic plasma scales in the
solar wind at 1 au. It should be noted that these quantities are highly variable
as are the solar wind properties – see Section 2.1.2. The importance of the
values is mainly to illustrate which processes are relevant for interaction with
the Moon, by comparing the characteristic spatial and temporal scales of the
Moon, such as the lunar radius and the synodic month.

The collisional mean free path λmfp,p, defined as the average distance a
particle travels between two Coulomb collisions, is orders of magnitude larger
than the typical timescale of any solar-wind interaction with a planet or
a moon. For comparison, the size of Jupiter’s magnetosphere (or, to be
precise, the distance from the center of Jupiter to the magnetopause), the
biggest magnetosphere in the solar system, is 30 × 105 km [1] – three orders of
magnitude shorter than the collisional mean free path of solar-wind protons
at 1 au. This means that for the purpose of its interactions with bodies in
the solar system, the solar wind is a collisionless plasma – collisions play a
negligible role.

Consider plasma consisting of electrons and mutliple ionic species α =

9



2. Literature Review...................................
Symbol Parameter Value

np, ne proton and electron number density 3 cm−3

Tp, Te proton and electron temperature 105 K
BIMF interplanetary magnetic field 3 nT

λmfp,p proton collisional mean free path 3 au
dp proton inertial length 140 km
rg,p proton gyroradius 160 km
de electron inertial length (skin-depth) 3 km
rg,e electron gyroradius 2 km

λD,p, λD,e proton and electron Debye length 12 m

ν−1
c,p proton collision time 120 d

2π ·Ω−1
p proton gyration period 26 s

2π ·Ω−1
e electron gyration period 14 ms

2π · ω−1
p,p proton plasma period 3 ms

2π · ω−1
p,e electon plasma period 70 µs

Table 2.1: Typical plasma parameters (top), spatial scales (middle), and tempo-
ral sciales (bottom) in the solar wind at 1 au [9]

H,He, . . . , each with a particle density nα, where the particles belonging to
that species have an electric charge qα and a mass mα. The inertial length of
a species α is defined as

dα = c

ωp,α
, (2.1)

where c is the speed of light in vacuum and ωp,α is the plasma frequency of
the species α:

ω2
p,α = nαq

2
α

ϵ0mα
.

For electrons, the inertial length is also known as skin depth. It is the
characteristic length of the attenuation of the evansecent electromagnetic
wave in plasma. In processes that occur on length scales greater than dp,
protons exhibit a so-called magnetized behavior, meaning that their trajectory
is closely tied to the magnetic field lines [9].

The gyroradius (also known as Larmor radius) of a particle of species α,

rg,α = mαw⊥
|qα|B

, (2.2)

where mα is its mass, qα its charge, and w⊥ its thermal velocity perpendicular
to the magnetic field B, is relevant with respect to the so-called finite gyrora-
dius effects. The difference in the scales of electron and ion motion is also the
motivation to use plasma hybrid modeling. The lunar radius, RM ≈ 1740 km
is somewhat comparable in scale to the typical solar-wind proton gyroradius,
rg,p ≈ 160 km, and thus it may be too much of a simplification to model
solar wind protons as a fluid, whereas the electron gyroradius, rg,e ≈ 2 km,
is small enough with respect to the lunar radius for electron trajectories

10



................................ 2.1. Solar Wind Properties

to be neglected in the modeling. Therefore many models of the solar-wind
interaction with the Moon have treated electrons as a fluid, while protons
are treated as particles. See Section 2.8 for a review of hybrid models of the
interaction, and chapter 3 for a more detailed description of hybrid modeling
itself.

An important spatial scale with regards to electrostatic effects is the Debye
length, defined as

λDα =
√

kBTα

4πnαq2
α

, (2.3)

where Tα is the temperature, nα the number density, and qα the electric charge
of species α. The proton and electron Debye scales are similar throughout
much of the heliosphere [9]. Taking into account the electron number density
ne, we see that the plasma parameter Λ = neλ

3
D ≫ 1. Therefore, the solar

wind, indeed, is a plasma.

2.1.2 Bulk Properties

Figure 2.1 shows the histograms of physical properties of the solar wind
at 1 au measured from the start of 2010 until the end of 2021 by the hour.
Listing top to bottom, left to right, the histograms are of the magnetic filed
magnitude B, the magnetic field components Bx, By, Bz in geocentric solar
ecliptic (GSE) coordinates1, proton number density n, the alpha-to-proton
number density ratio nα/np, plasma speed v and plasma temperature T . The
data used to plot these histograms is NASA/GSFC’s hourly OMNI data set
retreived through OMNIWeb [10].

Historically, solar wind has been classified into two categories based on
the velocity of the plasma – slow solar wind and fast solar wind. The
former is denser, slower, has a lower α/p ratio, and lower proton specific
entropy than the latter. The measurements of solar wind properties are
faced with the challenge of assesing the origin of the measured solar wind, for
example recongizing coronal mass ejecta from normal solar wind. It has been
suggested that the two-category classification of solar wind based on velocity
is insufficient, and thus a classification based on solar wind plasma origin
has been proposed [e.g. 11], [12]. The categories are coronal-hole plasma,
streamer-belt plasma, and ejecta. Streamer-belt plasma can be subdivided into
streamer-belt plasma and sector-reversal-region plasma. Coronal-hole plasma
corresponds to fast solar wind, whereas streamer-belt plasma corresponds
to slow solar wind [11] The type of plasma can be determined using its
parameters such as Alfvén velocity vA, proton specific entropy Sp, the ratio of
abundance of oxygen ions O7+/O6+, and the ratio of expected and measured
proton temperatures Texp/Tp. There are several such categorization schemes
[11], [12].

Table 2.2 shows the mean abundaces of helium, carbon, nitrogen, magne-
sium, silicon, sulfur, and iron, respectively, as ratios to oxygen abundance,

1the x axis is pointing toward the Sun and the z axis is perpedicular to the plane of the
Earth’s orbit around the Sun, facing north, y completes the right-handed system
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Figure 2.1: Histograms of solar wind magnetic-field magnitude B and its
components Bx, By, Bz in the GSE coordinates, proton number density n, the
alpha-to-proton number density ratio nα/np, plasma speed v and temperature
T
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IS CH CME Bulk SW

He/O 77.0 84.0 93.3 83.2
C/O 0.672 0.702 0.625 0.672
N/O 0.139 0.154 0.138 0.145
Mg/O 0.131 0.118 0.200 0.141
Si/O 0.166 0.168 0.180 0.170
S/O 0.062 0.037 0.064 0.053
Fe/O 0.116 0.080 0.146 0.109
C6+/C5+ 1.189 0.609 1.491 1.042
O7+/O6+ 0.249 0.087 0.526 0.253
fFIP 1.852 1.509 2.413 1.846

Table 2.2: Mean abundances and charge state ratios in different solar wind
regimes from Genesis mission measurements [13].

and the charge state ratios of carbon ions C6+/C5+ and oxygen ions O7+/O6+

in the solar wind measured over a period of more than two years (2001 –
2004) in the Lagrange point L1. The data were gathered by the Genesis Ion
Monitor onboard the Genesis spacecraft and the Solar-Wind Ion Composition
Spectrometer on board the Advanced Composition Explorer. The data is
categorized2 by solar wind into: interstream plasma (or slow solar wind; IS),
coronal hole plasma (or fast solar wind; CH), and coronal mass ejecta (CME)
[13]. The error of the measurements is 20 % [13].

The ionic charge states reflect the electron temperature at the coronal
source of the plasma at the freeze-in point where recombination time becomes
greater than the characteristic expansion time-scale. Therefore, electron
temperature at the freeze-in point, so-called freeze-in temperature can be
indirectly measured by measuring the charge state ratios. [13]

2.1.3 Kinetic Properties

Assuming local thermodynamic equilibrium, the particles of the plasma
would occupy the phase space {(x,v)} randomly with a Maxwell–Boltzmann
distribution. A particle of the species α with a given number density nα(x),
bulk velocity Uα(x)), and temperature Tα(x) would have the following phase
space distribution

f (M−B)
α (x,v) = nα(x)

(2π)3/2w3
α(x)

exp
(

−(v − Uα(x))2

2wα(x)

)
, (2.4)

where

wα(x) =
√
kBTα(x)
mα

(2.5)

is the so-called thermal velocity of species α. The solar wind is, however, only
a weakly collisional plasma since the mean free path is larger than the typical

2The SW regime was determined by a regime selection algoritm in real time from electron
and ion spectrometer data gather in situ onboard the Genesis spacecraft. [13]
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2. Literature Review...................................
scales – see Section 2.1.1. This means that the collisions do relax the system
back into thermodynamic equllibrium, and the local equilibrium distribution
f (M−B), only very slowly. A generalized form of the Maxwell–Boltzmann
distribution often used for plasma is the so-called bi-Maxwellian distribution,
which introduces temperature anisotropy with respect to the magnetic field:

f (bM)
α (x,v) = A(bM)(x) exp

(
− v2

⊥
2w2

⊥,α(x) −
(v∥ − U∥,α(x))2

2w∥,α(x)

)
, (2.6)

where
A(bM)(x) = nα(x)

(2π)3/2w∥,α(x)w2
⊥,α(x)

and, analogously to the isotropic Maxwellian case, we define the paralell and
perpendicular thermal velocities of species α as

w∥,α(x) =
√
kBT∥,α(x)

mα
and w⊥,α(x) =

√
kBT⊥,α(x)

mα
, (2.7)

where T⊥,α and T∥,α are the temperatures perpendicular and parallel, resp-
sectively, to the magnetic field lines.

Another generalization of the Maxwell–Boltzmann distribution is the κ-
distribution:

f (κ)
α (x,v;κ) = A(κ)(x)

[
1 + 1

κ− 3
2

(v − Uα(x))2

w2
α(x)

]−κ−1

, (2.8)

where

A(κ)(x) = nα(x)
[
πw2

α(x)
(
κ− 3

2

)]− 3
2 Γ (κ+ 1)
Γ (κ− 1

2)
,

nα(x) and U∥,α(x)) are the number density and bulk velocity of species
α, respectively, and wα(x) =

√
kBT∥,α(x)/mα is its thermal velocity [14].

The posisble values of the parameter kappa are 3/2 < κ < ∞. For κ →
∞, the kappa distribution is identical to Maxwell–Boltzmann distrbution,
i.e. the system resides at thermal equilibrium. For κ → 3/2, the system
approaches the furthest state from equilibrium, called anti-equlibrium [14].
At anti-equilibrium, κ → 3/2, the κ-disitribution turns into the power law,
f (κ)(v) ∝ |v − U|−5 [14]. The κ-distribution may be generalized to the
bi-κ-distribution, in a fashion similar to the bi-Maxwellian, to account for
temperature anisotropies [9].

In-situ observations show that ion and electron distributions in the solar
wind deviate from the Maxwell–Boltzman or bi-Maxwellian distributions.
Firstly, protons show temperature anisotropy with respect to the magnetic
field [9]. Solar wind protons consist of two populations: the proton core and
the proton beam. Majority of solar wind protons belong to the core. The
proton beam is streaming faster than the proton core parallel to the magnetic
field lines with a relative speed greater than the proton alfvén velocity [15].
The differential flow speed of the proton beam depends on the Coulomb
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Figure 2.2: Ion velocity distribution functions in the solar wind. Source:
alterman2018 (edited).

collision rate, proton pressure anisotropy, and the alfvén velocity. For solar
wind at 1 au, which is approximately collisionless, the drift velocity of the
proton beam is ∆vpb = 1.06 ± 0.15vA, where vA is the local alfvénic velocity
[15]. Proton temperature anisotropy is weakly dependent on the parallel beta
of protons due to instabilities, which provide constraints on this relation – see
Section 2.3. The instabilities define a stable area in (T⊥/T∥, β∥)-space [16].
The 2D histogram of the distribution of solar wind protons in this space as
measured by Wind/SWE is featured in Figure 2.3.

The alpha particles in the solar wind also show a differential flow with
respect to the proton core. The α/p drift however, is slower than the drift of
the proton beam [15]. In the solar wind at 1 au, the alpha particle drift is
∆vα = 0.62 ± 0.13vA [15]. In the perfectly collisionless limit, this value was
extrapolated to

∆vα = 0.67 ± 0.09vA. (2.9)
Another signature of the non-equilibrium of the solar wind is the so-called
anisothermal behavior. Its a phenomenon where plasma species have different
temperatures [9]. Alpha particles in the solar wind often have larger parallel
temperature than protons. In-situ measurements showed T∥,α ⪆ 4T∥,p [9],
[18].

Solar wind electrons also consist of disctinct populations. There are three
electron components in the solar wind: the electron core, the electron halo,
and the strahl. The electron core is mostly bi-Maxwellian. It has however
been suggested that a self-similar distribution might describe the core better
[19]. The distribution function of the self-similar distribution is:

f (ss)(x,v; s) = A(ss)(x) exp
[
−
(
v∥ − U∥(x)
w∥(x)

)s

−
(
v⊥ − U⊥(x)
w⊥(x)

)s
]
, (2.10)

where
A(ss)(x) =

[
2Γ
(1 + s

s

)]−3 n(x)
w2

⊥(x)w∥(x) .

Upon close inspection, one can notice that the self-similar distribution is, in
fact, yet another generalization of the Maxwell–Boltzmann distribution. For
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Figure 2.3: A histogram of solar wind protons as measured by Wind/SWE. The
color shading of the bins is logarithmic. Source: [17].

s = 2, f (ss) is the bi-maxwellian distribution function. For interplanetary
shocks, Wilson et al. have found the self-similar distribution with 2.0 ≤ s ≤
2.05 fit the electron core better than bi-maxwellian distribution [19].

The temperature of the electron halo and the electron strahl are higher
than the temperature of the electron core. That is why the halo and strahl
are collectively reffered to as superthermal electrons [9]. The electron halo
population follows a κ-distribution with κ = 5.43 at 1 au. As the distance
from the Sun increases, the κ parameter decreases as well, as collisions relax
the electrons closer to equilibrium [20]. The electron strahl is a field-aligned
beam of electrons that typically drifts anti-Sunward relative to the solar
wind, although a Sunward or bi-directional electron strahl can occur if the
magnetic field configuration changes on the solar wind’s trajectory from the
Sun [9]. The ratio of superthermal electrons remains largely constant with
increasing distance from the Sun, i.e. (ns + nh)/ne, where ns is the strahl
number density, nh the halo number density, and ne the electron number
density. However, with increasing distance from the Sun, ns/ne decreases,
while nh/ns increases.

2.2 Waves in the Solar Wind

The understading of the waves and instabilities in the solar wind is important
for a number of reasons. Waves and instabilities in the solar wind significantly
influence its dynamics and thermodynamics in many ways: the heating and
expansion of the solar wind, the angular momentum of the solar wind, the
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solar wind thermal anisotropy, the heating and flow of alpha particles in the
solar wind, and the fluid-like behavior of the solar wind [21]. For this reason,
waves and instabilities need to be taken into account when modeling solar
wind. For example, the expansion of the weakly collisional solar wind plasma
was predicted by Parker to lead to large temperature anisotropies which
are unstable to the growth of low-frequency magnetohydrodynmic modes –
resulting in the so-called firehose instability (see 2.3.1).

Any perturbation δA of physical quantity A can be decomposed into its
Fourier components:

δA(x, t) =
∫

dω dk Â(k, ω) exp(i k · x − iωt), (2.11)

where ω is the frequency and k the wave vector of the component Â. In
general ω ∈ C,k ∈ R3. The imaginary part of frequency ω is important with
regards to the damping or growth of the waves. Therefore we define the
growth rate (or damping rate) as

γ = Imω (2.12)

There are three singificant damping mechanisms for plasma waves in the
solar wind: quasilinear diffusion from wave-particle interactions, nonlinear
phase mixing, and stochastic heating [9]. Dissipation in the sense of entropy
generation can not occur in a collisionless plasma, because it requires particle-
particle collisions.

Stochastic heating is a non-resonant energy diffusion process. It arises from
fluctations on the gyroradius scale in space and larger-than-gyration-period
in time in a constant background magnetic field B0. The fluctuations distort
the helical trajectory of the particles. If the amplitude of the perturbation is
so large that orbits become stochastic in the plane perpendicular to B0, the
particles experience random increases and decreases in their kinetic energy,
which leads to diffusion in v⊥-space and thus, perpendicular heating. This
process is consistent with the observed temperatures and drifts of solar-wind
protons and minor ions [9]. It is a candidate process to explain ion heating
in the direction perpendicular to B0 in weakly collisional plasmas. In high-
βp plasmas, the orbits become stochastic due to spatial variations in the
magnetic field and the gain energy from the solenoidal component of the
electric field. In low-βp regime, the process is due to fluctuations in the
electrostatic potential [9].

2.2.1 Alfvén Waves

Alfvén waves are non-compressive low-frequency waves generated by the
movement of ions in a magnetic field B0. Becuase the solar wind is highly
conductive and only weakly collisional, large-scale Alfvén waves travel almost
undamped. Alfvén waves obey the dispersion relation

ω2 = B2
0

µ0ρi
k2

∥, (2.13)
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where k∥ is the magnitude of the projection of the wave vector to the magnetic
field B0, ρi is the mass density of ions, and µ0 is the permeability of free
space. The phase velocity of this wave is called the Alfvén velocity,

vA = B0√
µ0ρi

. (2.14)

The velocity and magnetic field fluctuations associated with an Alfvén wave
are either correlated or anti-correlated [21]:

|δB|/B0 = |δv|/vA, (2.15)

where B0 is the amplitude of the unperturbed magnetic field and vA is the
Alfvén velocity. This fact is used to detect Alfvén wavse in the solar wind.

Alfvén waves can be extended to smaller scales. There are two such
extensions – the kinetic Alfvén waves nad the Alfvén/ion-cyclotron waves,
which shall be discussed in the following sections.

2.2.2 Kintetic Alfvén Waves

Kinetic Alfvén waves (KAWs) are the short-wavelength extension of the Alfvén
branch for k⊥ ≫ k∥. They play a significant role in large-scale turbulance in
the solar wind turbulence cascade. For k⊥ρp ⪆ 1, proton finite gyroradius
effects modify the properties of the wave. In that case, the dispersion relation
is given by

ω2 =
k2

∥k
2
⊥v

2
Aρ

2
p

βp + 2
1+Te/Tp

(2.16)

where k∥ and k⊥ are the magntiudes of the projection of the wave vector
parallel and perpendicular, respectively, to the background magnetic field, βp
is the proton beta, ρp is the proton density, Te is the electron temperature,
and Tp is the proton temperature. KAWs are electromagnetic, elliptically
right-hand polarized and have a frequency < Ωp. Unlike large-scale Alfvén
waves, KAWs are compressive – number density is perturbed by them [9].

2.2.3 Alfvén/Ion-Cyclotron Waves

Alfvén/ion-cyclotron (AIC) waves are the short-wavelength extension of the
Alvén branch for k∥ ≫ k⊥. The anisotropic Alfvénic turbulent cascade on its
own cannot generate AIC waves. AIC waves are responsible for the heating of
ions in direction perpendicular to B0 via cyclotron resonance heating. In the
cold-plasma limit, AIC waves converge to L-mode waves, with the dispersion
relation

c2k2

ω2 = 1 −
ω2

p/ω
2

1 + ωc/ω
, (2.17)

where ωc is the ion cyclotron frequency, and ωp is the plasma frequency [9].
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2.2.4 Fast and Slow Modes

The slow mode is a major candidate to explain compressive fluctations in the
solar wind [9]. The perturbations to velocity δv and magnetic field δB of the
fast and slow modes are in the plane defined by k, B0. [21]. In the MHD
limit, the dispersion relation of the slow and fast modes is given by

ω = C−k for the slow mode, (2.18a)
ω = C+k for the fast mode, (2.18b)

where

C2
± = v2

A

1
2

(
1 + κ

2βp

)
± 1

2

√(
1 + κ

2βp

)2
− 2κβp cos2 θ

 , (2.19)

where κ is the polytropic index and θ is the angle between k and B0. C+ is
the fast magnetosonic speed and C− is the slow magnetosonic speed.

2.3 Instabilities in the Solar Wind

In this section, we shall consider common linear instabilities in the solar
wind. Linear instabilities are characterized by an exponential growth of the
amplitude of a Fourier component of quantity A as follows

A(k, t) = A(k)eγt, (2.20)

where γ is the growth rate of the instability – see (2.12) for the definition.
Instabilities play a significant role in the physics of the solar wind – they
redistribute energy from sources of free energy, such as a non-equilibrium
particle velocity distribution, or large-amplitude waves, to unstable wave
modes. Therefore, non-equilibrium distributions, such as the bi-maxwellian
distribution, are prone to instabilities. To put it simply, the larger the ratio of
temperatures, called temperature anisotropy, the further from equilibrium the
plasma is and the larger the growth rate of certain instabilities is. Because
the mean free path in the solar wind is large compared to typical solar
system distances, collisions do not move solar wind back to thermodynamic
equilibrium and we generally see a lot of instabilitis in the solar wind.

The exponential growth of linear instabilities is limited by nonlinear be-
havior. The linear approximation breaks down when the amplitude becomes
comparable to the background value of the field, or at the nonlinear time

tnl = γ−1 ln
(
A0
A(k)

)
(2.21)

If the spatial scale of the instability is comparable to the bulk scales of
plasma, the instability is called a macroinstability. Instabilities, where the
characteristic size is on the scae of the particle inertial lengths or gyroradii,
we are talking about microinstabilities.
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2.3.1 Firehose Instability

Firehose instability increases the curvature of a magnetic flux tube and
ultimately excites Alfven waves. It is driven by high parallel ion temperature.
A magnetic flux tube is influenced by three forces: centrifugal force FC,
thermal pressure force Fp⊥ in the plane perpendicular to the flux tube, and
magnetic stress force FB of the flux tube, given by:

FC =
min0v

2
th∥

R
, (2.22a)

Fp⊥ = p⊥
R
, (2.22b)

FB = B2

µ0R
. (2.22c)

In equilibrium, the perpendicular thermal pressure of plasma Fp⊥ and the
magnetic stress FB counterbalance the centrifugal force FC. The condition
for the firehose instability is therefore

p∥ > p⊥ +B2/µ0, (2.23)

which can be written in terms of plasma betas as

β∥ > β⊥ + 2, (2.24)

in the case of multiple species, this becomes∑
s

βs∥ >
∑

s

βs⊥ + 2. (2.25)

Fluid Treatment

The dispersion relation of the firehose mode provided by linear analysis of
the plasma as fluid is

ω2 = 1
2k

2v2
A

[
A1 ±

√
A2

2 +A2
3

]
, (2.26)

where

A1 = β0⊥(1 + sin2 θ) + β0∥ cos2 θ + 1, (2.27a)
A2 = β0⊥(1 + sin2 θ) − 2β0∥ cos2 θ + 1, (2.27b)
A3 = β0⊥ sin θ cos θ. (2.27c)

For parallel propagation (θ = 0◦), the growth rate is

γfh =
k∥vA

2
√
β0∥ − β0⊥ − 2. (2.28)

For oblique propagation, there exists a limit angle θfh,max defined by the
equation

1 + sin2 θfh,max =
[
1 − 3

β∥

β2
⊥

(
2 + β⊥ − β∥

)]−1

. (2.29)

Firehose mode cannot propagate for θ > θfh,max[22].
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Kinetic Treatment

When one does not neglect the kinetic effects of the ions, the linear dependence
of the growth rate on the wave number vanishes. The second-order correction
of γfh, which was provided by fluid approach, is

γfh,c = γfm

√√√√1 −
k2

∥

k2
0
, (2.30)

where k0 is a short-wavelength cut-off of γfh,c, given by

k2
0
4 = γ2

fh
k2

∥
+
(

1 +
∑

s

ω2
ps

ω2
gs

)2 [∑
s

ω2
ps

ω3
gs

(
γ2

fh
k2

∥
+

2Ts⊥ − 3Ts∥
ms

)]−2

(2.31)

2.3.2 Mirror Instability

The mirror mode is a kinetic macroinstability. Contrary to the firehose
instability, it evolves at an angle nearly perpendicular to waves. The dispersion
relation (or rather its low-frequency limit) for the mirror mode is

ω2 = k2
∥v

2
A

[
1 − 1

2
∑

s

(
βs∥ − βs⊥

)]
, (2.32a)

i
√
π

2
β2

i⊥
βi∥

ω

k∥vth,i∥
= 1 +

∑
s

(
βs⊥ − β2

s⊥
βs∥

)
+
k2

∥

k2
⊥

[
1 + 1

2
∑

s

(
βs⊥ − βs∥

)]
.

(2.32b)

The condition for mirror instability is

∑
s

β2
s⊥
βs∥

> 1 +
∑

s

βs⊥, (2.33)

and the growth rate for the mirror mode is

γmi =
√

2
π

βi∥
βi⊥

[∑
s

βs⊥

(
βs⊥
βs∥

− 1
)

− 1
]
k∥vth,i∥ (2.34)

The mirror mode grows when the free energy of the pressure anisotropy
is sufficiently large. However, the mirror mode is usually suppressed by the
ion cyclotron instability, which consumes the free energy available in the
anisotropy [22].

2.3.3 Ion Cyclotron Instability

The ion cyclotron instability occurs for L-mode waves with a frequency
ω < ωc = ωgiAi/(Ai + 1) when hot anisotropic ions interact with a cold
isotropic background. The dispersion relation can be derived from the general
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dispersion relation for an electromagnetic wave in a magnetized plasma [23,
p. 283]. The dispersion relation is

1 −
k2

∥c
2

ω2 +
ω2

pe
ω2

ge
−

ω2
pe

ωgeω
+
ω2

pi
ω2

[
ω

k∥vth,i
Z(ζi) +Ai (1 + ζiZ(ζi))

]
, (2.35)

where
Z(ζ) = 1√

π

∫ +∞

−∞

dx exp
(
−x2)

x− ζ

is a plasma dispersion function for the Maxwell distribution, ζi = ω−ωi
k∥vth,i

. If
the anisotropy is large (and therefore T⊥ ≫ T∥ ≈ 0), the dispersion relation
simplifies to

k2
∥c

2 =
ω2

pi
ω2

gi

ω2

ω − ωgi
−
k2

∥c
2βi⊥

2
ω2

gi
(ω − ωgi)2) (2.36)

The unstable solution occurs for wavelengths much shorter than the ion
inertial length and has a growth rate of

γaic ≈ ωgi

√
βi⊥
2 . (2.37)

2.4 Formation and Evolution of the Moon

Geological history of the Moon provides insight into the composition of the
Moon, which in turn is necessary to understand the coupling between the
Moon and the flowing lunar wind e.g. in case of magnetic field induced
in the lunar core. This section provides a concise review of humanity’s
understanding of the formation and evolution of the Moon in the context of
lunar composition and solar wind interaction.

Historically, there have been three hypotheses of the lunar origin. The
capture hypothesis, where the Moon formed independently form Earth and
was gravitationally captured by the Earth; the binary planet hypothesis, the
Earth and Moon have formed simultaneously from the same cloud and have
always been gravitationally bound together; and the fission hypotesis, the
material for Moon’s creation was supplied from the Earth’s mantle, after the
core had formed. Today, it is thought that the Moon formed through a giant
impact of a Mars-sized body on the early Earth about 4.5 billion years ago.
Computer simulations suggest that the Moon has likely primarily formed from
the material from the impacting planet. However, under certain conditions
(fast spinning proto-Earth and the subsequent loss of angular momentum of
the Earth-Moon system), the Moon could also have formed primarily form
Earth’s mantle [24]. The impact might have lead to the formation of a molten
core and a magnetic field-supporting dynamo [25].

Returned samples of the lunar crust gave birth to the theory that a
large portion of the Moon was initially molten and later stratified into the
approximately spherical shells the Moon is composed of, as it crystallized.
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This theorized event is called the lunar magma ocean crytallization. Another
significant discovery was the magnetization of lunar crustal samples. The
mechanism of the natural remanent magnetization of the lunar crust is
still uncertain. One proposed mechanism is the so-called thermoremanent
magnetization (TRM). It is due to the cooling of the crustal materials below
the Curie temperature in the presence of an external magnetic field [25].
Another is shock remanent magnetization, where the rocks were magnetized
by transient high pressures, possibly due to meteor impact [25]. For lunar
crustal magnetization, see 2.6.3.

2.4.1 Ancient Lunar Dynamo

Let us now discuss the hypothetical ancient lunar dynamo. The Apollo-
era samples suggested the existence of ancient magnetic fields with intesity
ranging from 0.1 to 120 nT at the lunar surface. If the hypothetical lunar field
had been approximately dipole, it would not have been able to produce this
magnetic field variation between the returned samples and therefore it is likely
that the proposed lunar magnetic field underwent large temporal variations
[25]. Modern paleomagnetic studies now provide stronger evindence for the
existence of a lunar core dynamo. For example, the oldest known unshocked
lunar rock, troctolite 76535 was analyzed using magnetic measurements and
thermochronological calculations. The data imply there was a long-lived
magnetic field on the Moon some 4.2 billion years years ago, with magntiude
of at least 1 µT at the surface . Other studies have provided additional
evidence for an even later existence of the lunar dynamo, lasting at least until
3.56 × 109 years ago [26]. A recent study by Mighani et al. suggests that the
lunar dynamo had lasted until sometime between 1.92 to 0.80 billion years
ago [27].

2.4.2 Lunar Magma Ocean

Similar to many other other rocky bodies, it is thought that in the early stage
of the formation of the Moon, a large part of the Moon was molten. This
molten part s called the lunar magma ocean. The lunar magma ocean models
were first developed to explain the high abundances of anorthosite in the
lunar crust samples retrieved by the Apollo missions [28].

The widespread anorthosite distribution led to the hypothesis that the
Moon was at least partially molten, and from this melt, anorthite plagioclase
was buoyantly segregated to form an anorthositic crust [29]. Some models are
even consistent with the Moon being fully molten and the lunar core having
formed through metal-silicate partioning at the core-mantle boundary [28].

Modeling suggest that approximately 80 % of the lunar magma ocean
solidified within the order of a thousand years [29]. This created anorthosite
lid on the remaining magma ocean. In the absence of tidal heating, full
solidification reqired in the order of tens of millions of years. When tidal
heating from the Earth is taken into account, which would melt and recycle
parts of the lunar crust, the solidification would take ∼ 220 million years [29].
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2.4.3 Lunar Volcanism

The lunar maria are formed by volcanic basalts. The mare basalts cover
approximately 17% of the lunar surface. Oceanus Procellarum, Mare Nubium,
Mare Cognitum, and Mare Insularum were dated using crater size-frequency
analysis [30]. The data show that volcanism was active over a long period
of time, from ∼ 3.93 to 1.2 billion years ago. Most of the basalts erupted
between 3.3 and 3.7 billion years ago [30].

2.5 Lunar Geoscience Methods

2.5.1 Electromagnetic sounding

Electromagnetic sounding is the measurement of the inductive response of
conducting materials within the Moon. Assuming a body with a constant
isotropic conductivity σ and using Farady’s law of induction

−∂tB = ∇ × E,

Ohm’s law
j = σE,

Ampere’s circuital law

∇ × B = µ0 (j + ϵ0∂tE) ,

and assuming the displacement current ϵ0∂tE is neglibible3, i.e. ω ≪ σµ0c
2,

one gets the diffusion equation for the magnetic field

∂tB = 1
µ0σ

∇2B. (2.38)

For the induction response of the Moon, which can be thought of as a series
of concentric spherical shells, the solution can be found analytically – see [31].

This is, however, made significantly more complicated by the plasma
environment of the solar wind – see section 2.7.3 for a detailed discussion.
Therefore it is the best to conduct these measurements during the passing of
the Moon through Earth’s magnetospheric tail lobe. When the Moon enters
the magnetic tail lobe from the (highly varying) IMF, the sudden change
in the external magnetic field induces currents in the Moon. The measured
disturbance in the ambient magnetic field is due to this inductive response of
the Moon. The decay time of the core-induced field is in the order of days,
and therefore, it appears as an internal dipole field when the Moon is passing
through the tail lobe [32].

For the measurements, two magnetometers need to be used to separate
the external and internal magnetic fields. A combination of a lunar surface

3For a characteristic timescale of one minute, this condition holds for any known object
in the solar system [31].
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magnetometer planted by the Apollo mission and a spacecraft-boarded mag-
netometer has been used. The ARTEMIS mission with the dual Themis
satellites opossite to each other on the same orbit will allow for a more precise
measurement [33]. The goal is to determine a so-called transfer function h(ω)
defined as:

h(ω)Bext(ω) = Bext(ω) +Bind(ω),

where Bext is the external field and Bind the induced field. The trasnfer
function is used to calculate an apparent conductivity

σa(ω) = 4h2(ω)
µ0ωR2 , (2.39)

where ω is the frequency of the wave component of the magnetic field, R is
the lunar radius, and µ0 is the permeability of free space [31], [34].

The finding of conductivity, for example, provide information about the
temperature profile on the Moon as conductivity of the lunar rocks is a
funciton of temperature. Further, the knowledge of the conductivity profile is
vital for better modeling and analyses of the lunar interaction with the solar
wind.

2.5.2 Seismology

During the Apollo lunar landing missions, a network of seismological ex-
periements was set up on the Moon. The netowrk was only functional until
1977, when it was shut down due to a lack of funding. Nonetheless, more than
13 000 seimsic events were cataloged, which have been analyzed in decades to
come [35]. There were active experiements, esigned to evaluate the subsurface
structure in the vicinity of the experiment using controlled seismic sources.
Passive seismometers detect natural seismic events. There are several types
of moonquakes that the passive experiments detected. They are..1. deep moonquakes,..2. shallow moonquakes,..3. meteoroid impacts,..4. thermal moonquakes, and..5. a total of nine artificial impacts.

The majority of recorded events are due to deep moonquakes that originate
at depths from 700 to 1200 km [35].

Simliarly to electromagnetic sounding, the seismic measurements are used
to determine the transfer function for P-waves and S-waves and put constraints
on the luanr composition [36].
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2.5.3 Lunar Laser Ranging

Lunar Laser Ranging (LLR) is an indirect measurement of the location of a
point on the lunar surface. It consists of measuring the time of flight of a laser
pulse emitted from a station on the Earth and received after reflection off a
retroreflector array on the lunar surface, providing the location of the Moon-
based arrays with millimeter precision. LLR is used to infer the properties of
Moon that infuence its orientation and movement: it can be used to measure
Moon’s moment of inertia and thus estimate parameters such as size, density,
and ellipticity of the layers in Moon [37].

2.6 Lunar Composition

2.6.1 Core

The Earth has a large iron-rich core in its center. All of the terrestrial planets,
as well as Jupiter’s moons Ganymede, Europa, and Io are thought to have
metallic cores. Therefore it is no surprise it has been assumed that the Moon
has a metallic core as well. However, it has also been suggested that the
Moon has a molten silicate core, instead [38]. The exact size, composition,
and state of the core is not known to a high degree of certainty. The size
and composition of core as well as other layers of the Moon is determined
from the bulk properties of the Moon. Typically, a model’s properties are
compared to the measured masss, moment of inertia, Love numbers k2, l2, h2,
and the seismic and electromagnetic responses of the Moon. All of these
parameters put a constraint on the size and shape of the lunar core, as well
as the mantle and the crust.

The low mean lunar density implies that the lunar core is only small
in size compared to that of terrestrial planets. Observation of the induced
magnetic dipole moment in the passage through Earth’s magnetotail indicated
a possible highly conducting metallic core of 340 ± 90km [39]. The lunar
mass and moment of inertia can be satisfied by either a solid iron core with
R ≈ 330 km, or liquid eutectic Fe-FeS core with R ≈ 460 km [32]. The core is
thought to be predominately iron with light elements such as sulphur and
carbon.

The estimate of the core radius could be skewed by a possible partially
molten layer in the lower mantle. The molten mantle would have a higher
conductivity than the solid mantle and thus the core would appear larger.
The melt in the lower mantle would therefore mean that the core radius could
be up to 40 km smaller than previously thought [32].

2.6.2 Mantle

The structure of the lunar mantle is uncertain. In addition to the tools
used for inferring the properties of the lunar core (bulk moment of inertia,
Love numbers, seismic and electromagnetic repsonse, etc.), the understanding
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of the LMO crystallization process an important tool in the lunar mantle
stratigraphy. The LMO has been modeled in experimental setups [40] as well
as using numerical simulations [41]. The first mineral to crystallize from the
cooling lunar magma ocean was Mg-rich olivine, followed by orthopyroxene.
Therefore the lower mantle is expected to be composed of Mg-rich olivine,
with the concentration of orthopyroxene increasing with altitude.

During the LMO crystallization process, the remaining magma became
increasingly abundant in Ca and Fe. From this magma, Ca- and Fe-rich py-
roxenes sank, while plagioclase crystals floated, forming a lid on the LMO and
developing into the lunar crust [42]. In the late stages of LMO crystallization,
the magma was increasing enriched by Fe, Ti, and other elements. It solidi-
fied into two types of rocks: the ilmenite-bearing cumulates, and cumulates
enriched by thorium, potassium, rare earth elements, and phosporus, referd
to by the acronym KREEP (named for the high abundance of potassium,
rare earth elemnts, and phosphorus) [42].

The seismographic experiments revealed that the lunar mantle is a source
of moonquakes. They can be categorized by the depth of their origin into
shallow moonquakes and deep moonquakes. Little is known about shallow
moonquakes because of their rarity. It has been speculated that they are due
to the release of thermoelastic stresses in the upper mantle or lower crust [43].
Deep moonquakes, albeit being weaker than shallow moonquakes, are fairly
common. Their sources, the so-called nests, are located at 700 to 1100 km
below the lunar surface. More than 250 of these nests have been identified so
far [43]. The deep moonquake activity is correlated with the tidal cycles and
therefore it has been suggested that they are triggered by the tides.

Seismology, as explained in the section 2.5.2 is also useful to put constraints
on the composition of the layers in the lunar mantle. The Apollo seismographic
data indicate that in the upper mantle, the sesmic velocities are almost
constant, whereas the middle mantle is more heterogeneous. There is some
evidence for a seismic discontiunity in the middle mantle at approximately
460 km below the lunar surface. If it exists, it may indicate the depth of the
ancient lunar magma ocean. It is also possible, however, that this discontinuity
is only local to the Procellarum–KREEP Terrane. In depths below 1150 km,
seismic waves have been found to be attenuated. Therefore, it has been
proposed that approximately 150 km of the bottom mantle is partially molten
[44]. This has been inferred from seismic measurements of deep moonquakes.
This theory has been contested by, e.g., Matsuyama et al., who used LLR to
put constraints on the model of the interior structure of the Moon [45].

2.6.3 Crust

The lunar crust is hihgly non-uniform. This can be first noticed due to
the differences in albedo between the lunar highlands and the lunar maria.
Samples from the lunar crust as well as indirect measurements of its properties
have shown a complex picture. First, gamma-ray spectrometry has revealed
differences in thorium – in particular, high abundaces of thorium in the
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Procellarum and Imbrium maria. It has also been discovered that the lunar
crust may be thicker on the lunar farside than on the nearside. Unlike the
Earth, the Moon’s curst does not have plate tectonics.

The crust and the top-most mantle layers consist of discrete regions with
fundamentally different properties and origin called terranes. The three major
terranes are the Procellarum KREEP4 terrane, the Feldspathic Highlands
terrane, and the South Pole–Aitken basin [36].

The Feldspthic Highlands Terrane (FHT) covers approximately 60% of the
lunar surface [36]. It is the oldest of the major terranes. The upper crust
of the FHT is approximately 90% plagioclase. The Procellarum KREEP
Terrane (PKT) is characterized by the high abundace of incompatible ele-
ments that formed the KREEP rocks. The fact that KREEP rocks are only
abundant within this region of the lunar crust suggests that it is where the
last crystallization of the LMO, by then highly abundant in incompatible
elements, occured. The SPA is a large impact basin, and the largest known
impact structure in the solar system [38].

The lunar crust has been studied using samples acquired by Apollo missions
and measurements from satellites. Mare basalt and volcanic glass samples
provide an opportunity to study the mantle because they are exposed on the
lunar surface while having originated in the mantle. Seismometers planted
by the Apollo mission provide (by definition5) information about crustal
thickness.

Crustal Magnetic Anomalies

Initial magnetometer measurements featured inexplicable magnetic field en-
hancements outside the lunar wake. These enhancements were explained by
the presence of so-called lunar crustal anomalies – permanently magnetized
regions within the lunar crust. There are two major theories of their origin:
thermoremanent magnetization (TRM) and shock remanent magnetization
(SRM). Thermoremanent magnetization is the acquisition of crustal mag-
netization from an ancient lunar dynamo. Paleomagnetic studies suggest
that the lunar crustal magnetization 4.2 billion years ago was likely due
to a magnetic field generated by the lunar dynamo – see section ??. On
the other hand, shock remanent magnetization is a process where the lunar
magnetic anomalies have originated due to meteor impacts onto the lunar
surface. This theory is supported by a high abundance of crustal magnetism
on the antipodes of lunar maria [46]. This rule is, however, not universal
as there are no magnetic anomalies on the antipodes of SPA (South-pole
Aitken basin), and there is an unexpected anomaly near the Descartes Crater.
These exceptions may be due to later geologic activity, such as Mare Imbrium

4KREEP stands for potassium, rare earth elements, and phosphorus – elements abundant
in KREEP rocks

5The interface between crust and mantle is defined by Mohorovicic discontinuity (Moho)
– a jump increase in longitudinal seismic wave (P-wave) phase velocity to a value between
7.6 km s−1 and 8.6 km s−1[38]. It is the shallowest discontinuity in Earth, but there is an
even shallower discontinuity in the lunar crust at 20 km[38].
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formation [47]. The meteor impact hypothesis is supported by simulations of
vapor dynamics following a meteor impact. The vapors in the model were able
to produce a strong magnetic field that could have magnetized the crustal
rocks [47].

2.6.4 Atmosphere and Dust Environment

The Moon has a very thin atmosphere that has been stable for the last 3
billion years. This was not always the case, as it has been suggested that
ancient volcanic activity 3.5 billion years ago formed an atmosphere that
could have reached 1 kPa on the surface, which is approximately 50% more
the current value on Mars [48]. The lunar atmosphere was first measured
using cold cathode ionization gauges installed by the Apollo missions 14 and
15 [49], and a year later using a mass spectrometer installed by the Apollo 17
mission [50], [51]. Recently, it was studied in-situ by the Lunar Atmosphere
and Dust Environment Explorer (LADEE) [52].

The lunar atmosphere is so thin that it is a so-called surface boundary
exosphere, meaning that it is colissionless and the gas molecules largely move
uninterrupted along their keplerian trajectory. The main constituents are
hydrogen, helium, neon, and argon [50]. The concentration of helium is highly
variable (5 × 103 to 3 × 104 cm−3) [53]. All noticeable He abundance increases
are correlated with solar particle events reported by the Space Weather
Prediction Center, while all decreases are correlated with the passages of
the Moon through Earth’s magnetotail. This correlation implies that the
solar wind is a significant contributor to the lunar atmospheric He. The data
also show a constant background source flux due to the radioactive decay of
Th-232 and U-238 in the Moon [53]. Neon is supplied by the solar wind as
well. There is, however, no correlation of Ne abundance to the solar parcticle
events or passages through the Earth’s magnetotail. This is due to neon’s
large time to photoionization, which is longer compared than the typical
timescale of solar particle events or magnetotail passages [53]. The LADEE
measurements have revealed an enhanced abundace of Ar over western maria
– its likely source is the decay of K-40 in KREEP rocks in the Procellarum
KREEP Terrane.

Apart from the gas cloud, the Moon is enveloped by a dust cloud, which
was studied by LADEE as well. The first sign of the existence of this dust
cloud was the observation of a “horizon glow” above the lunar terminator by
Apollo 17 astronauts while on orbit above the Moon [54].

The dust cloud is produced by the impacts of high-speed cometary dust
particles (as opposed to dust particles of asteroidal origin which typically hit
the Moon at lower speeds) [55]. In addition to that, the exposure of the lunar
surface to UV radiation and solar wind flow may result in the electrostatic
charging and subsequent mobilization of small dust particles, especially over
the lunar terminator [55]. In addition to a permanent dust cloud, there is a
highly fluctuating cloud composed of nanodust (< 20 nm) [56].
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2.7 Solar-Wind Interaction with the Moon

As a first-order approximation, the Moon can be treated as a resistive obstacle
with no magnetic field in the solar wind that absorbs all incident ions. This
produces a cavity in the lunar wake that is slowly refilled by a magnetosonic
wave. There are, however, phenomena that increase the complexity of the
interaction:..1. The solar wind plasma interacts with small scale magnetic field in the

form of magnetic anomalies...2. The conducting lunar core has eddy currents induced in it by a changing
external magnetic field...3. Ions that impact on the Moon may sputter lunar regolith matter...4. There are plasma instabilities in the lunar wake.

The shape of the lunar wake depends on the parameters of the solar wind
and the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF). If the bulk velocity of the solar
wind is larger than the thermal velocity, then the cavity will reach further
in the wake. The bigger the thermal velocity relative to the bulk velocity,
the faster the lunar cavity is filled, and therefore the cavity region is shorter
[57]. If we account for IMF, the interaction becomes more complicated. If the
magnetic field lines are parallel to the solar wind flow, they prevent the cavity
from being filled [57]. The rarefaction region produces the characteristic
signature of the interaction with an unmagnetized body – magnetic field
enhancement in the central wake. This is due to the diamagnetic current
j = (B × ∇p)/B2 caused by the pressure gradient on the boundary of the
wake.

2.7.1 Lunar Surface Interaction

As the solar wind ions and electrons impact on the dayside of the Moon,
they are either absorbed by or scattered from the lunar surface. In case the
particles encounter lunar crustal anomalies, they may be reflected from them.
These processes result in the absence of plasma in the near wake (and the
subsequent formation of the void region), the charging of the lunar surace,
and the formation of the exosphere.

It has historically been assumed (see e.g. [1]) that the almost all impacting
solar wind ions are simply absorbed by the lunar surface. The data from
sub-keV Atom Reflecting Analyzer (SARA) instrument onboard the Indian
Chandrayaan-1 have shown that up to 20 % of solar wind protons may be
scattered/reflected from the lunar surface in the form of energetic neutral
atoms [58]. Interstellar boundary explorer misison had consistent results [59],
[60].

As the lunar surface is exposed to the flowing solar wind and to solar wind
photons, it is electrically charged. Assuming equillibrium, electric currents to
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the surface balance out. Because the lunar crust has a low conductivity, the
equillibirum need not hold globally and therefore, the lunar surface charge is
not uniform [61].

There are four processes that drive these currents:..1. photoemission of electrons,..2. solar wind electrons impacting on the surface,..3. solar wind ions impacting on the surface,..4. surface ionization (that produces so-called secondary electrons). [62]

On the lunar dayside, the photoemission of electrons from the lunar regolith
is the dominant process and therefore the lunar surface is charged positively
[62]. On the nightside the electron thermal flux dominates and the surface is
charged to a negative potential, as evidenced by Lunar Prospector data [63].
The strongest charging of the lunar surface was osberved at the lunar sunset
terminator region [63].

2.7.2 Lunar Crustal Magnetic Fields

While the Moon does not have a global magnetic field that would shield it
from the solar wind, there are magnetic anomaly regions on the lunar surface.
They are constituted by magnetized rocks in the lunar crust. The major
crustal anomalies (in order of significance) are the Gerasimovich anomaly,
the South-pole Aitken basin (SPA), and Mare Marginis anomaly [64]. The
crustal anomalies may be observed visually, as inside the magnetic anomalies,
there are regions with relatively high albedo called swirls. Their different
composition is likely due to being shielded from solar wind weathering [65].
However, the existence of lunar crustal anomalies was first inferred from the
unexpected observation of magnetic field enhancements outside the lunar
wake.

Many of the anomalies have magnetic fields sufficiently strong to produce
a mini-magnetosphere [61], [66]. A shock wave has been observed above the
Mare Imbrium antipode [67]. A mini-magnetosphere above the Gerasimovich
anomaly has been modeled using a 3D hybrid code. The model suggests that
there is a large reduction of proton flux on the lunar surface at areas over
the anomaly and an enhanced flux in the surrounding areas as the protons
are deflected [68].

There are three mechanisms by which solar wind ions interact with a
magnetic anomaly:..1. deflection and impact without a change in velocity,..2. deceleration on the electric potential over the anomaly, followed by

impact,..3. heating and reflection into space [69].
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The reflected ions enter the lunar wake and constitute so-called type-II-entry
ions. Type-II-entry ions are ions that were scattered from the lunar surface
or deflected from the lunar crustal anomalies. This differentiates them from
type-I entry ions that refill the lunar plasma cavity without having interacted
with the Moon.

2.7.3 Induced Lunar Dipole

The magnetic field induced in the nearly spherical lunar core, therefore, decays
with a characteristic time T ∼ σµ0L

2, where σ is the conductivity and L
the radius of the lunar core. For the lunar core, this time is longer than 10
days[32].

In case the Moon is submerged in plasma, the description becomes more
complicated. Ohm’s law as presented in the previous paragraph does not
hold and can be replaced by generalized Ohm’s law

E + v × B = ηj + 1
ne

j × B − 1
ne

∇ · Pe + me
ne2

∂j
∂t
, (2.40)

where v is the plasma bulk velocity, η is the resistivity, n is the plasma
concentration, Pe is the tensor of electron pressure [23]. Because the plasma
in the solar wind–Moon interaction can be considered collisionless, the resistive
term (1st term on RHS) is only relevant inside the Moon, where the evolution
of the magnetic field is described by the diffusion equation (2.38). It should
be noted though that this relation is a feature of a linearized one-fluid MHD
model and as such, an approximation.

The environment of the solar wind is highly variable, and the temporal
variations in the external magnetic field induce eddy currents in the highly
conducting lunar core (> 10−2 S m−1 [31]). The induced dipole is confined
in the Moon on the lunar dayside by the solar wind pressure [68], [70]. The
induced magnetic field, however, contributes to the magnetic field in the
lunar wake. Simulation results suggest that the influence is stronger than
theoretically expected [70]. This may be due to the induced field at the solar
terminator being compressed deeper into the lunar wake by the solar wind or
due to currents induced in the solar wind.

2.7.4 Instabilities in the Lunar Wake

Both fluid and kinetic instabilities occur in the lunar wake. As the beams of
ions refill the lunar wake, two-stream instability occurs [71]. At the boundary
of the lunar cavity, there are regions where flute instability conditions are
fulfilled [72]. The ARTEMIS probes have measured electrostatic waves
excited by electron beam instability [73]. Electrons and ions in the wake are
non-maxwellian, which could lead to kinetic instabilities. PIC simulations
have suggested that in the center of the lunar wake, small disturbances in
the electron velocity distribution lead to a non-linear growth of electron
phase space holes. These phase space holes can disrupt ion beans [74]. The
authors suggest that this instability has likely been observed as broadband
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electrostatic noise during the wake passage of WIND [75]. A broadband
electrostatic noise in the lunar wake has also been attributed to type-II entry
ions in proton-governed regions (these occur when the IMF is parallel to the
flow and therefore type-II-entry ions6 are more prevalent in the near wake
than type-I entry ions) [76]. The parallel cooling of ions refilling the wake
may lead to the mirror mode instability or the ion cyclotron mode. These
instabilities can also be triggered by the additional energy source provided
by type-II-entry ions [77].

2.8 Lunar Wake Modeling

The simplest model of the plasma wake is a one-dimensional simulation of
plasma expansion into the plasma cavity. The simulation box is in the solar
wind rest frame, and thus the model covers the entire lunar wake - see [71]
for a particle-in-cell implementation of this model7. This model was extended
into two dimensions, where a circular plasma cavity is refilled from the sides
– see [79]. Today, it is still too computationally expensive to implement a
global8 fully-kinetic 3D dynamic model with a decent resolution and particle
sampling, and therefore a fluid approach needs to be used to some extent.
The lunar wake has been modeled using a one-fluid plasma model – see [81].
Another approach is to use a hybrid model where electrons are treated as a
massless fluid. Such model has been used in 2D (see for example [82]) and
3D case [68], [70], [83]–[86]. The simulation results have been compared to
observations to show that the main features of the lunar wake are reproduced.
The downside to hybrid models is that they are limited to ion phenomena,
and thus, kinetic electron phenomena like phase space holes can not be
investigated. It should be noted that the electron space phase holes disrupt
ion beams, and therefore, their exclusion does affect ions in the model.

Electromagnetic Induction in the Lunar Core

Fatemi et al. have used a 3D hybrid model to study the interaction of
solar wind and the Moon with a dipole induced in the lunar core [68]. In a
qualitative study, three situations with magnetic dipoles of different strengths
were numerically simulated. They showed that on the lunar dayside, there are
no significant perturbations to the magnetic field. The authors have suggested
the propagation of the magnetic field perturbations is suppressed by a current
sheet. The lunar wake, however, was perturbed in their model compared to
the control case, and furthermore, in their model, the perturbations extended
outside the bounds of the Mach cone [68].

6The term type-II ions describes ions that enter the wake after having been reflected
from the Moon, whereas type-I entry is due to the refilling of the lunar cavity [76].

7This article contained erroneous electric potentials. See [78] for correction of the original
article.

8Local phenomena like surface charging have been modeled kinetically – see [80]
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Figure 2.4: Graphs of the y-component of the magnetic field in hybrid simulations
by Fuqua Haviland et al. for different lunar core conductivity values. The rows
show different conductivities, the columns show different times. Source: [70]

Fuqua Haviland et al. have used a 3D hybrid model to study the effect
of the conducting core on the interaction [70]. A discontinuity in IMF was
introduced that, frozen in the solar wind, traveled with the solar wind flow.
The magnetic field diffused into the lunar interior from the lunar dayside,
while the core with high conductivity – and thus low magnetic diffusivity –
retained the initial magnetic field. The induced magnetic field was enhanced
in the lunar wake compared to the predictions given by a vacuum-response
model (a model where plasma was omitted). The authors propose two
mechanisms for this unexpected enhancement: plasma-induced magnetic
fields and the compression of induced fields into the deep lunar wake that
originate at the solar terminator region [70]. Figure 2.4 shows the evolution
of the y-component of the magnetic field in their model as the discontinuity
moves along the obstacle. Each row shows a different conductivity of the
lunar core in the model. The columns correspond to times 20, 30, 35, 50, 80,
and 220 s since the initial time, respectively. At t = 30 s, the discontinuity
reaches the lunar dayside and at t = 35 s, the induced magnetic field starts to
form as the discontinuity cannot quickly diffuse further into the conducting
lunar core.

Current Systems in the Lunar Wake

The emergence of electric current systems in the lunar wake was studied
by Fatemi et al. via the means of a 3D hybrid model[68]. The authors
identified three current systems: around the void region (J1), around the
rarefaction region (J2), and aroung the recompression region (J3). In case the
IMF is anti-paralell to the solar wind flow, the electric currents are flowing
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perpendicular to the IMF direction. The electric currents are circular and
loop around the lunar wake. If the IMF is perpendicular to the solar wind
flow, the current systems are aligned with the lunar wake and are connected.
In the vicinity of the lunar poles, the current J2 connects to J1, and at
the wake refilling distance, the current J3 connects to J1 and considerably
enhances electric current density. In case the IMF direction is any arbitrary
angle, the current systems are expected to be a superposition of the two
(perpendicular and parallel) cases. All the three current systems are bound
by the Mach cone. The current J1 on the void boundary is diamagnetic – due
to the gradient of electron density. The current systems J2 and J3 around
the rarefactin and recompression regions were not expected by the theoretical
works [68]. These currents are a result of the confinement of the magnetosonic
wave propagating perpendicular to the IMF.

Influence of Crustal Magnetism

The influence of the crustal magnetic fields has been studied in a 3D hybrid
model by Fatemi et al. [77]. The velocity distribution of protons reflected from
the crustal anomalies is not known and therefore various reflection and models
have been employed as presented by Holmstrom et al. [87]. Interestingly, the
choice of the reflection function does not have a significant qualitative effect
on the lunar plasma environment. The reflected protons contribute to plasma
compressions (additional to the wake disturbances with reflection neglected).
Further, the interaction has been modeled above the Gerasimovich anomaly
via a 3D hybrid code [68].
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Chapter 3
The Model

Plasma is a very complicated system; only a handful of analytical solu-
tions exist, and therefore plasma physics necessitates numerical solutions
for non-trivial problems. Experimental physics is not a sufficient option
either, especially for space plasmas, because probes only show a spatially and
temporally localized picture. Numerical simulations in space physics are a
useful complimentary tool to in-situ measurements. When compared to data
from spacecraft, the numerical models help provide an explanation for the
observed phenomena, as well as a global picture of the observed phenomena.

In this thesis, a two-dimensional hybrid model is used to study the in-
teraction between the Moon and the solar wind with the presence of both
hydrogen and helium ion species. The hybrid model is presented in Section
3.1. The numerical scheme used to solve the model is presented in Section
3.2.

In this chapter, the model and the numerical scheme used for its solution
are presented, as well as boundary conditions and the treatment of the

Because in the solar-wind interactions with planetary objects, the solar
wind is collisionless (and the model used in this thesis is collisionless as well),
the main focus of this chapter will be to present the numerical treatments of
collisionless plasma and specifically the hybrid model that was used in this
thesis to model the solar-wind interaction with the Moon.

3.1 Particle-Ion–Fluid-Electron Hybrid Model

In general, the hybrid model involves the solving of the Vlasov or the Boltz-
mann equation for some species of plasma particles, while other are treated
by an MHD equation. The electromagnetic field is determined from Maxwell
equations with self-consistent source terms. The particle-ion–fluid-electron
hybrid model (which, in this thesis, will simply refered to as “the hybrid
model” for brevity) is a model of plasma which can be tought of as a middle
ground between the particle and fluid models of plasma. In numerical treat-
ment, the time-step needs to be sufficiently small, so that the gyration of the
particles is not neglected. A fully particle model necessitates the using the
scale of electrons, the smallest of the timescales, because their gyrofrequency
is the largest of all the particle species. The particle-ion–fluid-electron model
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treats all ion species as particles (or macro-particles) and electrons as a fluid.
This is practical for numerical simulations, because it allows one to work at
timescales typical for ions, which are larger. To simplify the model, electrons
are often treated as a massless fluid (this simplification is justified by the
fact that the mass densities ρe ≪ ρi) that neutralizes the ion charge – i.e.
quasineutrality is assumed. If the displacement current is also assumed to
be negligible, one is left with the following set of differential equations for
the position xα,n and vα,n of n-th particle of ionic specie α, magnetic field B
and electric field E:

dvα,n

dt = qα

mα
(E + vα,n × B) , (3.1)

dxα,n

dt = vα,n, (3.2)
∂B
∂t

= −∇ × E, (3.3)

where the electric field

E = 1
ρQ,i

(
−ji × B + 1

µ0
(∇ × B) × B − ∇pe

)
+ η

µ0
∇ × B, (3.4)

where µ0 is the vacuum magnetic permeability, η is the resistivity of the
plasma, pe,0 and ρQe,0 are the electron pressure and electric charge in the
undisturbed plasma, and finally the ionic electric charge density and ionic
electric current density

ρQ,i(x) =
s∑

α=1

Nα∑
n=1

qαδ(x − xα,n), (3.5)

ji(x) =
s∑

α=1

∑
n

qαδ(x − xα,n)vα,n, (3.6)

where s is the number of ionic species, Nα is the number of particles of the
specie α and qα their electric charge, δ is the Dirac delta function, and xα,n,
vα,n the position and velocity (respectively) of nth particle of specie α.

The equation to be closed using a state equation. Assuming adiabatically
expanding, isotropic electron fluid, the pressure is

pe = pe,0(ne/ne,0)κ, (3.7)

where κ is the poisson constant. Another option is to approximate the
electrons as an ideal gas

pe = (nekBTe

Derivation

This set of equations is derived from Maxwell’s equations and the Boltzmann
transport equation. Consider particles of species α with phase space distribu-
tion fα and charge qα in an external (for now) electromagnetic field (E,B).
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They obey the Boltzmann transport equation

dfα

dt =
(
∂fα

∂t

)
coll

, (3.8)

where on the right hand side is the collision term, which, as discussed in
Section 2.1.1, can be assumed zero for the purposes of this thesis. Expanding
the total derivation and substituting ∇vfα = F/mα and F = qα(E + v × B),
we have the Vlasov equation for particles of species α:

∂fα

∂t
+ v · ∂fα

∂x + qα

mα
(E + v × B) · ∂fα

∂v = 0, (3.9)

where E and B are the electric and magnetic field, qα is the electric charge of
a particles of species α, and mα its mass.

Now, let us consider the electromagnetic field. It is governed by the
Maxwell’s equations, where the charged particles contribute to the source
terms. Combining (3.9) for all the species in plasma (in our case, electrons,
protons, and alpha particles) with Maxwell’s equations gives us a system
of PDE describing the plasma. The evolution of the magnetic field is by
Ampere’s circuital law, for which Darwin approximation (low-frequency limit)
will be used (i. e. displacement current is assumed negligible). This gives us
the equation

∇ × B = µ0j, (3.10)

where µ0 is the permeability of free space and

j(x, t) =
∑

α

jα(x, t) =
∑

α

qα

∫
vαfα(x,vα, t)d3vα. (3.11)

The main advantage of the hybrid model is that it allows one to simulate
on the timescale of ions (which is typically larger than the electron timescale).
This is achieved by only treating the ions as particles and approximating the
electrons as a fluid.

Multiplying the Vlasov equation (3.9) by nαvα and integrating over the
velocity space, we arrive at the first moment equation for the electron fluid

me
∂

∂t
(neue) +me∇ · (neue ⊗ ue) + ∇ · Pe = rhoQ,eE + je × B (3.12)

where ne is the particle density, ue the bulk velocity, and Pe the tensor
pressure of the electron fluid. ρQ,e is the electron electric charge density, je
the electric current density due to electrons. Simplifying, we get the MHD
equation for the momentum of the electron fluid,

mene

(
∂

∂t
+ ue · ∇

)
ue = ρQ,eE + je × B − ∇ · Pe − ρeη j. (3.13)

Next, we assume the electron pressure is isotropic, ∇·Pe ≡ ∇pe, and that the
electron fluid is massless, me = 0. The assumption of masslessness means the
left hand side of the equation (3.13) is zero. The electronic current density
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3. The Model......................................
and electric charge can be elminated with the ionic counterparts. Using
quasineutrality ρQ,e ≈ ρQ,i, the electric charge density in the equation (3.13)
can be substituted by ion charge density. The density of the electron electric
current je is eliminated using j = ji + je is used, where j is substituted from
(3.10). Thus, we receive the equation (3.4).

If ions are treated as individual particles, we finally have the system
(3.1), (3.2), (3.3), (3.4), (3.5), (3.6). For computational purposes, the Vlasov
equation for ions needs to be sampled more coarsely, so that the system
of equations is smaller. This is achieved by grouping particles into macro-
particles that represent multiple orders of magnitude of particles.

3.2 Current Advance Method – Cyclic Leapfrog

The numeric scheme used in the code that is used to solve the hybrid model
in this thesis is called the Current Advance Method – Cyclic Leapfrog [88],
because it combines two time-advancement schemes: the current advance
method for ions, and the cyclic leapfrog for the magnetic field. The electric
and magnetic fields, as well as moments of the distribution of ions, are
discretised on a staggered grid with the magnetic field and ion moments
specified at cell vertices and the electric field specidifed at the centers of these
cells.

The notation used in this sections is as follows: the time step is denoted
by ∆t, the grid spacing ∆x = ∆y = h. A quantity X at time step k will be
denoted by a superscript: Xk := X(t0 + k∆t), while the spatial indices of a
field ψ will be denoted by a subscript: ψij := ψ(x0 + i∆x, y0 + j∆y).

Particle Distribution Moment Evaluation

In order that the model is computationally viable, particles have to be
treated with the cloud-in-cell approach, where particles are represented by a
macro-particle – a cloud of particles with a distribution φ(x − xα,n), which is
then averaged onto the mesh when calculating the moments of the velocity
distribution of ions. The equations (3.5) and (3.6) therefore become

ρQ,i =
∑

α

∑
n

qαφ(x − xα,n),

ji =
∑

α

∑
n

qαφ(x − xα,n)vα,n,

where ∑n is now the summation over all the macroparticle belonging to ion
specie α, as opposed to over all particles belonging to that ion specie. In
the numarical simulation, the ionic electric charge density ρQ,i and the ionic
electric current density ji are calculated at the nodes of the mesh the following
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way

ρij =
∑

α

∑
n

qαφ̃α,n;ij , (3.14)

jij =
∑

α

∑
n

qαφ̃α,n;ijvα,n, (3.15)

where φ̃ is the discretised equivalent of φ on the mesh: φ̃α,n;ij = φ(x − xα,n).
This approach, however, produces noise in the moments, which can ulti-

mately lead to numerical instabilities [88]. Therefore, the calculated ρij , jij

need to be smoothed. One way to do this is using a weighted average of the
surrouding nodes first in x direction and then in y direction. For field ψ, let
us denote the field smoothed in direction x ψ(x), and analogously for y. At
node (i, j), the smoothed field is

ψ
(x)
ij = 1

4ψi−1,j + 1
2ψi,j + 1

4ψi+1,j , (3.16a)

ψ
(xy)
ij = 1

4ψ
(x)
i−1,j + 1

2ψ
(x)
i,j + 1

4ψ
(x)
i+1,j . (3.16b)

Electromagnetic Field Evaluation

The electric field is calculated by adopting the formula (3.4) on the mesh.
Because the electric field is on a staggered mesh with nodes at cell centers,
cell-centered averaging of the other quantities needs to be employed. The
electric field in terms of the cell-centered averages is

E = −⟨Ji⟩ × ⟨B⟩
⟨ρQ,i⟩

+ ⟨∇ × B⟩ × ⟨B⟩
µ0⟨ρQ,i⟩

− ⟨∇pe⟩
⟨ρQ,i⟩

+ η

µ0
⟨∇ × B⟩, (3.17)

where ⟨ψ⟩ denotes the cell-centered average of a field ψ, defined as

⟨ψ⟩i+1/2,j+1/2 := 1
4 (ψi,j + ψi,j+1 + ψi+1,j + ψi,j+1) ,

with the derivative approximated by central difference calculated at the center
of the cell using the vertices of the cell as follows:〈

∂ψ

∂x

〉
i+1/2,j+1/2

≈ 1
2∆x (−ψi,j + ψi,j+1 + ψi+1,j − ψi,j+1) .

For the evaluation of the electric and magnetic fields elsewhere than the
nodes – which is needed for the stepping of particles, for example – bilinear
interpolation is used. The term η

µ0
⟨∇ × B⟩ provides numerical diffusivity

[89], and therefore, a minimal value is set throughout the whole simulation
box, to provide numerical stability. Another tool to increase stability is the
setting of minimal value for ρQ,i, so that E does not diverge.

In the CAM-CL method, the electric and magnetic fields are calculated
at a smaller time-step in a method called substepping [88]. The particles are
not moved and no new particle moments are evaluated – only the electric
and magnetic field is stepped using a leapfrog scheme. This is useful to
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suppress electromagnetic noise [88]. Let M be the number of substeps (for all
simulations used in this thesis, M = 10) and ∆t̃ = ∆t/M . For simplicity, let
us denote Bm = Bk+m/M ,∀m = 0, . . . ,M , and likewise Em. The evolution
of the magnetic and electric field is then

B1 = B0 − ∆t̃∇ × E0, (3.18a)
B2 = B0 − 2∆t̃∇ × E0, (3.18b)

Em = E(ρk+1/2
c ,Jk+1/2

i ,Bm, Te), ∀m (3.18c)
Bm+1 = Bm−1 − 2∆t̃∇ × Em, for m = 1, . . . ,M − 1 (3.18d)

BM = BM−2 − 2∆t̃∇ × EM−1, (3.18e)
B̃M = BM−1 − ∆t̃∇ × EM , (3.18f)

and finally, the next time-step of B is calculated average of the full-stepped
BM and half-stepped B̃M :

Bk = 1
2(BM + B̃M ). (3.19)

Current Advance

The current advance ties together the time-stepping of the electric field and
the macroparticles. To achieve a second-order accuracy of time integration,
a scheme similar to a leapfrog scheme is used, called the current advance
method. In a classical leap-frog scheme for charged particles, the difference
equations of motion are

xk+1/2 = xk−1/2 + vk∆t (3.20a)

vk+1 = vk + q

m

(
Ek+1/2(xk+1/2) + vk+1/2 × Bk+1/2(xk+1/2)

)
. (3.20b)

A problem with this set of equations is that it is implicit as vk+1/2, Ek+1/2 are
not known. This necessitates the pre-pushing of the velocity v and estimating
the electric field E at time level k + 1/2– this is done using a mixed time-level
electric field

E∗ = E(ρk+1/2
Q,i , jk

i ,Bk+1/2, pe).
The current advance method involves the pre-pushing of not all the particles,
but only the total ionic electric current at each grid point as follows:

jk+1/2
i = ji ∗ +∆t

2
(
ΛE ∗ +Γ × Bk+1/2

)
, (3.21)

where

j∗
i =

∑
s

φk+1/2qsvk
s , (3.22a)

Λ =
∑

s

φk+1/2 q
2
s

ms
, (3.22b)

Γ =
∑

s

φk+1/2 q
2
s

ms
vk

s , (3.22c)
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where ∑s is the sum over all macroparticles, and φ is the weighing function.
The current j∗

i is called the free-streaming current [88], because it was not
yet accelerated.

Properties and Limitations

The current advance method allows the modeling of multiple ion species with
ease. In current advance method, the ionic electric current does not need to
be advanced per-particle and then collected if the free-streaming moments
(3.22) are collected. This makes the calculations faster as only one iteration
over particles is required instead of two.

The smoothing (3.16) of moments provides numerical stability, but it means
that short-wavelength wave modes are suppressed by design.

3.3 Initial and Boundary Conditions

In the model there are two boundaries: a natural boundary given by the
lunar surface, and an artificial boundary, which is necessitated by the finite
simulation box. The simulation domain and its boundaries are shown in a
schematic in Fig. 3.1. Both the lunar-surface boundary and the external
boundary of the simulation box have to be implemented carefully so that the
boundary conditions do not produce numerical instability on the one hand,
and so that the real-life system is well-described.

Γext ΓLS

uSW

BSW

Figure 3.1: Schematic of the simulation domain (not to scale).

The simulation box is initialized to resemble the undisturbed solar wind
with interplanetary magnetic field BSW; ionic species α = p,α, . . . with the
bulk velocity uα,SW, electric charge density ρα,SW, thermal anisotropy Aα,SW,
and paralell beta β∥α,SW. However, all simulation units are in the terms of
dimensionless parameters. The magnetic field is initialized with a value

B0 = BSW/BSW

in every node of the mesh, and the electric field is initialized with a value

E0 = −u0 × B0 = −uSW × BSW
vABSW
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in every node of its mesh, so that the electric field is self-consistent (see for
example [90]). Macro-particles are generated with bi-Maxwellian distribution
(see 2.6) (or Maxwellian in case the initial thermal anisotropy of the ionic
specie that the macroparticle belongs to is equal to 1) with a uniform current
density ρ0,α and a specified number of macro-particles in each cell carrying
that charge. For specific initialization values used in each simulation run used
in this study, see Chapter 4.

The external boundary is treated with periodic boundary conditions. This
works well with the initialization, as the plasma throughout the entire domain
is initialized as undisturbed solar wind, and as solar wind flows outward past
the moon, the macroparticles crossing the boundary appear upstream the
Moon as the undisturbed solar wind. This approach is simple to implement.
However, a disadvantage is that it does not allow the simulation to run
infinitely, as the particles that interacted with the Moon once reappear
upstream and produce simulation artifacts. On the other hand, the constant
super-alfvénic inflow of the solar wind pushes any waves further downstream
(see Results and Discussion).

Model of The Lunar Interior

Ideally, the behavior of the natural boundary ΓLS in the model would reflect
that of its real counterpart. With regards to the electromagnetic field that
could mean computing Maxwell’s equations, or perhaps the diffusion of
magnetic field in the lunar interior. The interaction of particles with the
boundary would be complicated to model, as the ions interact with crustal
magnetic fields as well as the charged lunar surface. This leads to a small part
of the ions being reflected back into the solar wind (and entering the wake
as type-II entry ions), with the vast majority being absorbed by the lunar
surface. The modeling of this interaction has only achieved locally above the
Gerasimovich anomaly [91]. For a global model, the limited resolution does
not allow a proper modeling, although a simple reflection model has been
implemented [77].

The electric and magnetic fields in the lunar interior can be calculated
in the CAM–CL scheme, because in the hybrid model, if the inverse ionic
charge density ρQ,i is set to zero, the scheme (3.18) for the substepping of
electromagnetic field becomes a leapfrog scheme of the diffusion equation
(2.38) of the magnetic field. For the study of the influence of the conducting
lunar interior, only σ needs to be changed from the “background value” (which
is used for the stabilization of the scheme, because it increases diffusivity
[89] – see also Section 3.2). This is the approach used in this thesis. In my
previous work [92], several implementation methods have been tested against
one another. In this thesis, I chose to use a hyperbolic tangent function as the
transition between the conducting layer with a constant resistivity and the
background (also with resistivity constant), because it provides smoothing of
the transition while being computationally fast [92]. This was used only in
simulation run 5 (see Chapter 4) to isolate the studied effect. In other runs,
the background value is used throughout the entire simulation box.
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The macro-particles that intersect the lunar surface must be either deflected
or removed from the simulation. The model used in this thesis neglects the
interaction of ions with the lunar surface and therefore all ions are assumed
to be absorbed by the lunar surface. The macro-particles need to be treated
carefully, though, because in the calculation of E in the hybrid model, some
terms are divided by the ionic electric charge density ρQ,i. The introduction of
minimal ionic charge density prevents these terms from diverging and crashing
the simulation. Still, the discontinuity in the ionic charge density is not desired,
as it would create a discontinuity in the electric field. Therefore, the macro-
particles need to be removed over a distance as to not create a discontinuity.
In the model used in this thesis, this is achieved by marking particles that
pass throught the lunar surface for removal. This can technically be done
by assigning them to a separate ionic specie. The particles in this specie for
removal are than randomly deleted at each timestep with a probability given
by

p = vr∆t
RM

,

where r is the distance of the macro-particle from the center of the lunar
obstacle, vr is the velocity in that direction, ∆t the timestep and RBC is the
size of the boundary condition. This means that the path after which the
macro-particles will be removed has an exponential distribution and does not
depend on the velocity of the particle.
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Chapter 4
Results and Discussion

A total of 6 two-dimensional lunar wake simulations are analysed in this
qualitative study. The goal is to evaluate the influence of alpha particles on
the lunar wake – see Chapter 1 – with the focus on three phenomena:..1. the alpha/proton drift,..2. the potential formation and evolution of instabilities due to temperature

anisotropy,..3. and the inductive response of the conducting lunar core.

For this reason, the simulations whose results are presented below are of four
kinds: (1) reference simulations, (2) simulations that isolate the alpha/proton
drift, while keeping other parameters at standard values, (3) simulations that
isolate ion anisotropy and parallel beta instead, and (4) simulations that
investigate the influence of the lunar core. The structure of this chapter is
informed by this categorization.

Units and Coordinate System

All simulation results presented come from 2.5-dimensional simulations, in
which the symmetry ∂

∂z = 0 applies. This means that the simulation mesh
has only two dimensions, while the electric and magnetic fields have three
dimensions, and the z coordinate of particles is neglected. The coordinate
system used in these simulations is defined by the bulk velocity of the solar
wind uSW and the interplanetary magnetic field in the solar wind BSW. The
x-coordinate is defined parallel to the solar wind flow uSW. The y-coordinate
is defined in such a way that the vector BSW lies in the plane (x, y), i. e. so
that BSW,z = 0.

The model relies on dimensionless quantities based off natural constants.
Proton inertial length dp (see equation (2.1)) is used as the unit of distance
and inverse proton cyclotron frequency Ω−1

p ≡ ω−1
c,p as the unit of time. This

means that Alfvén velocity of protons, vA,p is the unit of speed, because
dpΩp = vA,p. Another typical length is the lunar radius RM, which is used
throughout this section instead of dp. The magnetic field is expressed in
terms of the value BSW.
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run 0 run 1 run 2 run 3 run 4 run 5

Nx 2200 2200 2200 2200 2200 2200
Ny 900 900 900 900 900 900
Np/cell 128 128 128 128 128 64
Nα/cell 64 64 64 64 64 32
vp/vA 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0
∆vα/vA – 0.67 0.67 0.67 0.67 0.67
ϕB -45.0 -45.0 -45.0 -45.0 -45.0 -45.0
β∥p 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.1 1.0
β∥α – 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
proton anisotropy 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.2 4.0 1.0
α anisotropy – 1.0 0.2 1.0 1.0 1.0
background resistivity 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
lunar core resistivity – – – – – 10−5

Table 4.1: Select parameters of simulation runs

Simulation Parameters

The resolution of the simulation was chosen to be ∆t = 0.01Ω−1
p in time and

h = ∆x = ∆y = 0.2dp in space. The size of the lunar obstacle is RM = 13.0h.
An overview of parameters used to initialize each of the simulation runs is
provided in Table 4.1. The simulations are set up in the same manner with
the difference of the parameters that were isolated for investigation. In all
the simulations, the magnetic field is initialized with

BSW = (BSW/
√

2,−BSW/
√

2, 0).

All the simulation runs contain a proton hydrogen specie initialized with

vp = (5vA, 0, 0).

The number of proton macroparticles spawned at each cell is denoted by
Np/cell. In all runs, the simulation box contained ∼ 108 proton macro-
particles. Simulation runs 1 - 5 also contain an alpha particle specie initialized
with the value

vα = (vp + ∆vα/
√

2,−∆vα/
√

2, 0),

where ∆vα is the drift velocity of the alpha specie with respect to the bulk of
the solar wind.

4.1 Reference Simulation

Here I present the results of a simulation that serves as the default and was
used to compare with the simulations with the investigated effects. The
parameters of this simulation are listed under run 0 in Table 4.1. It contained
a proton species only, to serve as a reference. The computed quantities in
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this simulation at time t = 50Ω−1
p are shown in Figures A.1 and A.2 in the

appendix – on the left hand side, magnetic field B, proton particle density
np, proton bulk velocity density up, and proton temperature anisotropy
Ap = T⊥p/T∥p; on the right hand side, the electric field E.

All the quantities are bound by a Mach cone with an apex angle of ap-
proximately 20◦. This means that no wave modes are propagating away at a
velocity ⪆ 2vA (in direction normal to the wake structure). The depletion
of the solar wind plasma by the lunar obstacle leads to a very low protonic
charge density in the near lunar wake. It should be noted that in the model,
the protonic charge density is artificially higher than what would be the
case in a real scenario. This is due to the handling of incident particles
upon the boundary representing the lunar wake, where they are marked for
removal at a random time after passing through the boundary, instead of
being immediately removed. The reasons for this handling are explained in
Chapter 3.

This void, called the lunar cavity, is refilled by protons that are accelerated
by an electronic pressure gradient [82]. This occurs on both flanks of the
lunar wake, although there is some asymmetry in the system, provided by
the external magnetic field orientation (as it is not anti/parallel to the solar
wind flow). As the proton beams interact in the middle of the lunar wake, a
two–stream instability occurs [79]. Additionally, as these protons are depleted
from the flanks of the lunar wake, two rarefaction waves propagate outward
from the center of the lunar wake.

The magnetic field is enhanced in the lunar wake. This is likely caused
by a pressure gradient of the proton specie on the flanks of the lunar wake
and the resulting diamagnetic current. In the model, the pressure gradient
reflects on the electric field, and therefore the magnetic field as well through
substepping.

4.2 Proton/Alpha Drift Influence

The solar wind is predominantly composed of protons and electrons. Approxi-
mately 5% of the solar wind ions are alpha particles. The alpha particle specie
drifts in the direction of the magnetic field with an average drift velocity of
0.67vA relative to the solar wind. See Section 2.1 for a detailed review. To
assess the influence of the alpha particle specie, results from simulation runs
0 and 1 (see Table 4.1) are compared in this Section. Simulation run 0 serves
as a reference and did not include the alpha-particle ion specie.

A plot of all quantities in simulation run 1 at time t = 50Ω−1
p can be found

in Figures A.3 and A.4 in the appendix – similarly to the purely proton case,
on the left hand side, magnetic field B, proton number density ρp, proton
bulk velocity density up, and proton temperature anisotropy Ap = T⊥p/T∥p;
on the right hand side, the electric field E, number density ρHe carried by
the alpha specie, alpha bulk velocity density uHe, and helium temperature
anisotropy AHe = T⊥α/T∥α.

Figure 4.1 features side-by-side graphs of charge density of protons in
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Figure 4.1: proton electric charge density (divided by solar wind mass density)
in the lunar wake in the case of (a) purely proton solar wind (i.e. simulation run
0) and (b) solar wind containing a drifting alpha particle specie (simulation run
1)

Figure 4.2: alpha-particle electric charge density (divided by solar wind mass
density) in the lunar wake in simulation run 1

simulation runs 0 and 1, respsectively. The charge density of alpha particles
in simulation run 1 is plotted in Figure 4.2. The plasma cavity in the
wake of the alpha density is angled approximately 5◦ from the x-axis.This
is corresponding to the bulk velocity of alpha particles in the unperturbed
solar wind in simulation run 1, vα,SW/vA = (5.47,−0.47, 0). However, it is
not the case that the α-wake structure is a proton-wake rotated by 5◦. The
perturbations of the helium charge density are bound by the same Mach cone
as the purely proton wake is in the control case. And the α-wake is highly
asymmetrical.

There is a notable enhancement of ρα (with respect to the upstream value)
on the +y flank of the wake along the x axis extending far into the wake,
separated from the unperturbed flow by an outward-propagating rarefaction
wave – similar to the recompression region in the purely proton wake. There
also seems to be a structure resembling the typical recompression region
on the −y flank, with a steeper gradient of alpha charge density, but lower
amplitude of enhancement.

The perturbation of the magnetic field (i.e. the difference of the magnetic
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Figure 4.3: Figures (a) and (b) show the magnetic field perturbation in the
lunar wake in the case of (a) a purely proton solar wind (i.e. simulation run 0)
and (b) solar wind containing a drifting alpha particle specie (i.e. simulation
run 1), respectively. The field lines are plotted in the xy plane and therefore do
not show the contribution of Bz; it is however inclued in the magnitude B of
the magnetic field, plotted in shades of blue.

field minus the upstream value) is plotted in Figure 4.3. Subfigure (a) shows
the control case – a purely proton solar wind, subfigure (b) shows solar wind
in simulation run 1 with alpha particles added. The differences in the general
structure are only subtle. They are better highlighted in Figure 4.4, that
shows the graphs of the magnetic field on a line defined by a constant x so
that lower-magnitude disturbances may be identified more easily. The left and
right columns show magnetic field for x = 4RM and x = 10RM, respectively.
The rows in each column show the magnitude of the magnetic field and
the Bx, By and Bz components, respectively. The magnetic field from the
reference simulation is graphed in blue and the magnetic field from simulation
1 is shown in orange. For all three directional components of the magnetic
field as well as the magnitude of the magnetic field, the wake magnetic-field
signature is slightly shifted (⪅ 0.1RM) toward negative y – appearing to be
“pulled” by the alpha specie. Further, the z-component of the magnetic field
is more significantly perturbed by the alpha specie. Most notably, the peaks
at y ≈ 0.6RM for x = 4RM and at y ≈ 1.3RM for x = 10RM are supressed.

This behavior can be attributed to the enhancement of the magnetic field
in the plasma cavity typical for the purely proton lunar wake – see reference
simulation results in Section 4.1. In a purely proton lunar wake, the magnetic
field in the central wake is enhanced by a diamagnetic current resulting from
the pressure gradient of protons on the flanks of the wake. The depletion of
alpha particles from the lunar wake causes an alpha pressure gradient, and
therefore, additional diamagnetic currents. These currents may be responsible
for the shifting of the magnetic field signature toward −y, consistent with
the direction of the drift of the alpha specie relative to the proton specie.

Figure 4.5 shows the graphs of proton charge density and bulk velocity
on a line defined by a constant x. Similarly to the aforementioned graph,
the left and right columns show the quantities for x = 4RM and x = 10RM,
respectively. The rows in each column show the proton charge density and
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the ux, uy and uz components. The overall ≈ 5% decrease in proton charge
density is due to a different setup of the simulations, where in the reference
simulations, all the ions are protons, while in simulation run 1, 5% of protons
are replaced by alpha particles. While in x and y direction, there are no
large-scale changes to the protonic bulk velocity, there are changes to uz,H
farther downstream in the +y flank of the wake. It is unclear what the
mechanism for this supression of peak is.
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Figure 4.4: The cross sections of magnetic field amplitude and directional
components. Simulation run 0 is in blue and simulation run 1 is in orange.
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Figure 4.5: The cross sections of proton density and directional components
of proton bulk velocity. Simulation run 0 is in blue and simulation run 1 is in
orange.
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4.3 Temperature Anisotropy

The lunar wake plasma is highly anisotropic in the central wake both in the
control case – see Figure A.1 – and in the simulation with both the protons
and alpha particles – see the bottom graphs in Figures A.3 and A.4. The
high tempereature anistropy has the potential to launch plasma instabilities
in the lunar wake [22], and in the solar wind, the alpha particle drift and
high alpha temeperature anisotropy produce an ion cyclotron instability [93].
For a review of instabilities, see sections 2.2 and 2.7.4.

Because high anistropy and parallel beta of particles in plasma play a role
in the formation of instabilities typical for the solar wind (see Section 2.3),
various values of tempetature anisotropy and parallel betae of both solar
wind protons and alpha particles in the upstream solar wind were used in the
simulations (see Table 4.1) so that the potential formation is more thoroughly
investigated. The pairs of values of temperature anisotropy and parallel beta
were chosen according to the histogram in Figure 2.3 which shows abundances
in the solar wind as measured by SWE/Wind.

Figures A.3, A.4, A.5, A.6,A.7, A.8,A.9,A.10 featuring graphs of runs 1
through 4, the runs that are relevant for this particular problem, are located in
the appendix. This chapter features select comparisons in quantities between
the simulation runs. Figure 4.6 shows the graphs of the magnetic field (field
lines superimposed onto a map of the magnitude of the magnetic field) in
simulation runs 1 and 4. In runs 1 and 2, the maximum magnetic field, found
in the center of the near lunar wake in the plasma cavity, is greater than that
of runs 3 and 4. There are generally no differences in the global structure of
the lunar wake magnetic field. However, there are notable differences in the
z-component of the magnetic field – see Figure 4.7. In simulation run 3 far
down the wake (8RM < x < 14RM ), Bz exhibits a different structure in the
center of the wake.

Both proton density and velocity show stronger dependence on the upstream
temperature anisotropy. Figure 4.8 presents a comparison of proton charge
density between runs 1 and 4. The proton density in the run with enhanced
upstream proton anisotropy shows a wave-like structure in the rarefaction
cone region, as well as a more pronounced plasma cavity in the far wake
(x > 8RM). The components of bulk velocity are shown in Figures 4.9, 4.10,
and 4.11.

Compared to run 1, which serves as a control, in run 3, all components
of the proton bulk velocity uH show a different structure in the entire wake.
This may be cased by a smaller average proton gyroradius of the particles
due to the smaller upstream temeprature anisotropy. Likewise, run 4 shows a
different structure throughout the entire wake, which may be simply due to
the greater gyroradii. There is, however, also a notabe wave-like structure
originating from the wake propagating outward through the recomression
region. These waves may be the signature of an instability forming in the
central lunar wake.
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Figure 4.6: The comparison of magnetic field in between simulation runs 1 – 4.
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Figure 4.7: The comparison of Bz in between simulation runs 1 – 4.
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Figure 4.8: The comparison of proton charge density between simulation runs 1
and 4.
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Figure 4.9: The comparison of the x-component of proton bulk velocity between
simulation runs 1 – 4.
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Figure 4.10: The comparison of the y-component of proton bulk velocity between
simulation runs 1 – 4.
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Figure 4.11: The comparison of the z-component of proton bulk velocity between
simulation runs 1 – 4.
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4.4 Instability Analysis

As discussed in Sections 2.3 and 2.7.4, the lunar wake is rich in instabilities.
The ions refilling the void in the Moon’s wake produce a two-stream instability,
and, in the case of low β∥, mirror and ion-cyclotron instabilities as well.

It is not straightforward to identify instabilities in the simulation results
because of two reasons. One may use mathematical analysis to find whether
there are unstable wave modes in the plasma – see Section 2.3. A problem
with this approach is that the formulae for stability conditions and growth
factors are derived under very strict conditions, which are not satisfied in the
lunar wake. See for example the derivation in [23]. The lunar wake is not a
uniform plasma near local thermodynamic equilibrium, as the refilling of the
lunar wake is a non-equilibrium trasport process (and, in general, the solar
wind is basically missing a major relaxation process – collisions). Therefore,
the formulae presented in Section 2.3 may only serve as guidelines, but no
certain conclusions may be made using them. A different approach might be
to use visual clues in the graphs to make inferences about the existence and
evolution of instabilities in the lunar wake. The unique geometry of the lunar
wake makes this task unreliable as well.

Let us first consider the latter approach. In run 4, where the anisotropy
and parallel beta are enahnced with respect to the normal conditions of
the solar wind, the magnetic field (Figure 4.6) as well as the density of
the hydrogen specie (Figure 4.8) feature a somewhat wave-like structure
originating from the lunar wake outward, unlike in the other runs. In order
to investigate possible unstable wave-modes, fast Fourier transform is used
with the normalization

Akl = 1√
MN

∑
m,n

amn exp
{

−2πi
(
mk

M
+ nl

N

)}
, (4.1)

where akl is a node of a mesh representing the investigated quantity, M,N
the dimensions of the mesh, and Akl is a new mesh of complex quantity. This
can be used to find the phase and amplitude of wave modes (see Section 2.3
for theoretical introduction). Figure 4.12 shows the amplitude of Fourier
images of the components of magnetic fields. Subfigures (a,b,c) are the Fourier
images of Bx, By, and Bz respectively in simulation run 1, which serves as
a control in this case. The subject of investigation is the magnetic field
in simulation run 4, whose x, y, and z components are shown in subgifures
(d,e,f), respectively. The graphs on the right hand side, especially the graph
of Bz from run 4, show a more pronounced wave structure. However, this
merely indicates that complex wave phenomena occur.

Let us use the inequality for mirror mode instability (2.33) to define function

Ψ = 1 − β2
⊥/β∥ − β⊥. (4.2)

For Ψ ≤ 0, the plasma is stable, otherwise, the inequality (2.33) is satisfied
and the plasma is mirror-unstable. The value of this function at each point
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in the simulation run 4 at t = 50Ω−1
p is plotted in the top graph in Figure

4.13. The bottom graph is zoomed in and limited to the region

R ≡ 2.3RM < x < 9.2RM, and − 1.2RM < y < −0.6RM, (4.3)

with Ψ > 0 colored uniformly in red. There is a relatively high abundance of
points where Ψ is positive in this particular region in simulation run number
4. This marks the region as a candidate mirror instability, although, the
derivation assumes an idealized situation and therefore, the region shall be
treated as potentially unstable. Wherever unstable region is mentioned in
this Section, it refers to area defined by (4.3).

In Advanced Space Plasma Physics [22], Treumann and Baumjohann plot
2D histograms of the quantities ∑s βs⊥ and ∑s

β2
s⊥

βs∥
to investigate the presence

of mirror mode and perpendicular firehose mode in the solar wind. Figures
4.14,4.15,4.16,4.17 show the distribution in this histogram of cells in the
results of simulations 1,2,3, and 4, respectively. For simulation run 4, there
are areas in the near lunar wake (2RM < x < 8RM) and in the far lunar wake
(8RM < x < 14RM), where the instability condition (shown in dotted line)
is satisfied. Upstream of the lunar wake, the condition is not satisfied. This
suggests that the conditions in the lunar wake are responsible for the wave
phenomenon observed in the simulation results.

An approach that may provide more insight, used by e.g. Hellinger et al.
[16] to find the potential for instabilities in the solar wind, is to estimate
the growth rates of potential instabilities and plot them over histograms of
parallel beta and proton anisotropy. These are plotted in figures 4.18. The
curve γmax ≈ 10−3 shows the set of parameters for which the growth rate of
mirror mode is 10−3. Mesh points with A, β∥ in the region to the right of
that curve would have a growth rate larger than 10−3 and be mirror-unstable.
This graph therefore serves as evidence to the contrary of having encoutered
mirror mode instability in simulation run 4.
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Figure 4.12: The amplitudes of fourier images of the components of magnetic
fields. The left column shows the values in simulation run 1, while the right
column shows the values in simulation run 4, where periodic structures occur
more significantly.
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Figure 4.13: Graph of the function Ψ = 1 − β2
⊥/β∥ − β⊥ in simulation run 4.

For Ψ > 0, the plasma is mirror-unstable.
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Figure 4.14: Histograms show the distribution of parameters relevant for the
perpendicular mirror mode (a, b, c) and firehose mode (d, e, f) in simulation
run 1. The rows correspond to upstream conditions (a, d), near lunar wake
2RM < x < 8RM (b, e), and far lunar wake 8RM < x < 14RM (c, f).
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Figure 4.15: Histograms show the distribution of parameters relevant for the
perpendicular mirror mode (a, b, c) and firehose mode (d, e, f) in simulation
run 2. The rows correspond to upstream conditions (a, d), near lunar wake
2RM < x < 8RM (b, e), and far lunar wake 8RM < x < 14RM (c, f).
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Figure 4.16: Histograms show the distribution of parameters relevant for the
perpendicular mirror mode (a, b, c) and firehose mode (d, e, f) in simulation
run 3. The rows correspond to upstream conditions (a, d), near lunar wake
2RM < x < 8RM (b, e), and far lunar wake 8RM < x < 14RM (c, f).
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Figure 4.17: Histograms show the distribution of parameters relevant for the
perpendicular mirror mode (a, b, c) and firehose mode (d, e, f) in simulation
run 4. The rows correspond to upstream conditions (a, d), near lunar wake
2RM < x < 8RM (b, e), and far lunar wake 8RM < x < 14RM (c, f).
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Figure 4.18: Histograms show the distribution of parameters relevant for the
perpendicular mirror mode (a) and firehose mode (b) in simulation run 4 in the
unstable region.

Figure 4.19: Histograms show the distribution of proton parallel beta and proton
anisotropy in the upstream (a) and in the unstable region (b) in simulation 4.
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4.5 Inductive Response

The influence of a conducting core on a two-specie wake was studied using run
5, where a conducting layer is added to the model with η = 10−5µ0v

2
A/Ωp,

which is equivalent to σ ∼ 1 × 105 S m−1 and a thickness of 0.3RM that
is smoothly transitioned into a background resistivity used throughout the
simulation box. In this qualitative study, simulation run 1 will serve as a
control.

The quantitites B, ρH, uH, AH, E, ρHe, uHe, AHe at simulation time
t = 50Ω−1

p are shown in Figures A.11 and A.12 in the appendix.
The structure of the purely proton wake does not exhibit any differences

in simulation run 5 as opposed to simulation run 1. However, there is a
difference in the structure of the alpha wake, which is refilled at a slower rate
as the alpha cavity extends further into the wake in run 5 compared to run 1.
The typically high anisotropy in the region surroudning the low anisotropy
center of the wake is not as pronounced in simulation run 1. The mechanism
for these differences is unclear. An inductive response of the conducting lunar
core would produce a strong magnetic signature. The comparison of the
perturbation of the magnetic field by the lunar obstacle in the lunar wake
of a non-conducting vs conducting Moon is featured in Figure 4.20. There
are no significant changes to the magnetic structure of the wake. In order to
show any possible subtle differences, cross-sections of the magnetic field with
a constant x, similar to those in Section 4.2, are plotted in Figure 4.21. Any
differences between the magnetic field signatures are in the order of digital
noise.

A possible source of a simulation artifact caused by the boundary conditions
applied on the lunar surface and the lunar interior could be the diferent electric
field in the lunar core accelerating particles at a different rate, because particles
intersecting the lunar surface are not removed instantly, but only marked
for removal from the simulation in order to conserve numerical stability (see
Section 3.2). However, the presence of this artifact would likely also have a
similarly strong impact on the proton part of the wake.

Ideally, a steep change in the magnetic field would be initialized upstream
of the lunar obstacle, as done by [70]. Due to numerical dispersivity of the
scheme used, a shock wave in the magnetic field led to a numerical instability.
For this reason, only a weak inductive response was to be expected from the
Moon in this simulation setup.
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Figure 4.20: Figures (a) and (b) show the magnetic field perturbation in the
lunar wake in the case of (a) Moon with background resistivity and (b) Moon
with a conducting core (i.e. simulation run 5), respectively. The field lines are
plotted in the xy plane and therefore do not show the contribution of Bz; it is
however inclued in the magnitude B of the magnetic field, plotted in shades of
blue.
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Figure 4.21: he cross sections of magnetic field amplitude and directional
components. Simulation run 1 (non-conducting Moon) is in blue and simulation
run 5 (conducting Moon) is in orange.
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4.6 Justification of Helium Negligence in Lunar
Wake Models

The helium ion specie is usually omitted in lunar wake models, with the
justification that the concentration of helium in the solar wind is typically
below 5 %1, and because of the low charge/mass ratio, their interaction with
the electromagnetic field is even weaker.

The usefulness of this negligence is generally supported by the comparison
of simulation runs 1 and 0. The general structure of the lunar wake remains
the same without the presence of alpha particles in the model – see Figures
4.3 and 4.1, with differences noticeable in the sections in Figures 4.4 and 4.5.
The presence of alpha particles does not appear to play a major role in the
model with a conducting lunar core, either. This may, however, be due to
the fact that the external magnetic field is not changing, as discussed in my
bachelor’s thesis. To truly investigate the justification of the negligence of
alpha particles in the lunar wake, ideally, a model with periodically changing
upstream boundary condition for the magnetic field should be used. Due
to the dispersive properties of the scheme used in this study with regard to
a shock wave in magnetic field, this was not achieved in this thesis as the
simulations terminated due to numerical instability.

It does, therefore, seem that the negligence of alpha particles in lunar wake
models is justified under some circumstances – e.g. studies of global properties
of the lunar wake. In some cases, it may not be advisable, as there are several
open questions as to the influence of alpha particles which are beyond the
scope of this thesis. For example, it has been suggested that type-II protons
that enter the lunar wake after reflecting from the lunar surface fields may
contribute to the formation of instabilities (see Section 2.7 for further details).
An analogous mechanism may apply to alpha particles that reflect from the
lunar surface. Also, any phenomenon that might me sensitive to the slight
−y-ward shift of magnetic field signatures due to the −y-ward drifting alpha
particle specie – see Section 4.2 – would be modeled incorrectly.

1For typical concetrations of ion species in the solar wind, see Section 2.1
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Chapter 5
Conclusion

The interaction of the solar wind with the Moon has traditionally been
modeled using a hybrid model with alpha particles omitted from the modeling.
The ions of the solar wind are constituted by 5 % of alpha particles, however,
moving with respect to the bulk of ions with an average velocity of 0.67vA. The
question then arises whether the effects of alpha particles in the lunar wake
interaction are negligible. This thesis therefore focused on the modeling of
the lunar wake without the negligence of alpha particles. A CAM–CL scheme
was used to solve a 2.5 dimensional multi-ion-specie hybrid model (protons
and alpha particles as macro-particles, electrons as a massless fluid) of the
interaction on a 2200 × 900 mesh with ∆x = ∆y = 0.2dp and ∆t = 0.01Ω−1

p
in a total of 6 simulation runs.

The negligence of alpha particles does not seem to have a strong effect on
the general structure of the lunar wake. The perturbations of the magnetic
field as well as the ionic number densities, bulk velocities, and temperature
anisotropies, are enveloped by a Mach cone with an apex angle of ≈ 20◦,
approximately the same angle as in the control case (a purely proton lunar
wake simulation). The number density profile of the alpha specie is highly
asymmetrical, contrary to that of the proton specie. The plasma cavity in the
alpha specie has an angle of approximately ≈ 5◦ toward −y direction, which is
corresponding to the bulk velocity of alpha particles in the unperturbed solar
wind. The recompression region as well as the rarefactional wave are present
on both flanks of the asymmetrical alpha wake, however, the recompression
region on the +y flank is strongly enhanced.

All directional components of the magnetic field are slightly shifted by
⪅ 0.1RL toward −y. This is likely due to diamagnetic currents caused by
a gradient in alpha-particle pressure. Further, Bz peaks in the +y section
of the far wake are suppresed by the alpha particle specie. The addition of
alpha particles to the model also has an influence, albeit less significant, on
the protonic bulk velocity in the z-direction, uz,p, but not on ux,p, uy,p.

These observations of the hybrid model with alpha particles not neglected
therefore suggest that alpha particles should probably not be omitted from
models of the lunar wake. However, because the most significant influence
to the protonic specie bulk velocity as well as the magnetic field is in the
z-direction, which was not modeled fully, the negligence of alpha particles
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5. Conclusion......................................
needs to be compared in a 3-dimensional model to support or rule out this
assertion.

The addition of alpha particles alone to the model did not produce any
instabilities apart from the two-stream instability typical for the lunar wake
that is produced by the ion beams refilling the lunar plasma void. For this
reason, simulation runs 2, 3, and 4, initialized at different points in the (A, β∥)
space of both particle species, were used. These configurations were chosen
with respect to conditions common in the solar wind.

Increased anisotropy of the alpha specie did not cause a significant pertur-
bance to the structure of the wake. However, for highly anisotropic solar wind
protons, what seems to be a mirror instability was produced in the simulation.
The observed effect was a wave-like disturbance in proton charge density
emanating outward from the central wake on both flanks of the proton wake.
The indicator that the observations are caused by the mirror instability is
the fulfilling of mirror mode instability condition (2.33) for regions on the −y
flank of the wake, where the wave-like structure is more pronounced. However,
the instability condition (2.33) is derived under assumptions which do not
hold in the lunar wake. Therefore, strong conclusions cannot be made about
the origin and nature of this possible instability.

The influence of a conducting lunar lunar core on a solar wind with the
presence of alpha particles was studied in a simulation in which a conducting
layer was added with η = 10−5µ0v

2
A/Ωp, R = 0.3RM. The proton specie

was not influenced differently from a simulation without the conducting core
model. The alpha wake cavity is prolonged, without any indication of an
effect of the proton specie. It is possible that this is a simulation artifact
produced by the handling of lunar boundary conditions. The reason for this
conclusion is that the proton density seems not to be influenced, neither
are there any significant perturbances to the magnetic field, typical for an
induction response. It is expected that if there was an induction response
in the model, it would not be very strong under the conditions used in the
simulation set up. A better set up was not achieved however, due to numerical
instability issues.
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Figure A.1: Quantities (part A) at t = 50Ω−1
p in the reference simulation run.
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Figure A.2: Quantities (part B) at t = 50Ω−1
p in the reference simulation run.
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Figure A.3: Quantities (part A) at t = 50Ω−1
p in simulation run 1.
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Figure A.4: Quantities (part B) at t = 50Ω−1
p in simulation run 1.
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Figure A.5: Quantities (part A) at t = 50Ω−1
p in simulation run 2.
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Figure A.6: Quantities (part B) at t = 50Ω−1
p in simulation run 2.
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Figure A.7: Quantities (part A) at t = 50Ω−1
p in simulation run 3.
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Figure A.8: Quantities (part B) at t = 50Ω−1
p in simulation run 3.
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Figure A.9: Quantities (part A) at t = 50Ω−1
p in simulation run 4.
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Figure A.10: Quantities (part B) at t = 50Ω−1
p in simulation run 4.
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Figure A.11: Quantities (part A) at t = 50Ω−1
p in simulation run 5.
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Figure A.12: Quantities (part B) at t = 50Ω−1
p in simulation run 5.
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